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“EL REALISMO MÁGICO ES LA
REALIDAD DE AMÉRICA LATINA.”
— GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ
Dear Traveller,
Latin America is a wonderland very close to my heart. In my many adventures across
Central and South America, the people and the places have never failed to turn my head,
take away my breath, and change my world order, always in the nicest ways.
This is truly another world, the New World, filled with ancient sites and modern sounds,
extraordinary landscapes, unique wildlife, mesmerising cultures, histories, myth and travel
magic unmatched anywhere else. It’s a world where the past is always present, and the next
party, festival or feast day is never very far away either.
As someone who grew up in Africa, I had always said to my wife Otavia, who is Brazilian,
that Victoria Falls must be the greatest falls on Earth. That was before I saw Iguazú in all her
glory, a genuine wonder of the world, her cascading veils, her siren call, and I lost my heart
all over again. It happens in Latin America.
There’s so much to love in the many lands of this amazing continent-and-a-half. From the
Pacific and Gulf coasts of Mexico and the fractured jazz of Cuba in the north, through
the ancient ruins and pre-Columbian civilisations of Mesoamerica, across the Equator’s
teeming ecosystems — the Galapagos Islands and the Amazon Rainforest — incomparable
Machu Picchu, and from North to South along the great Western spine of the Andes, a
mountain range straight out of central casting.
So many sophisticated, intriguing, pulsating cities — Havana, Oaxaca, Lima, Rio, Santiago,
Montevideo, and of course stylish Buenos Aires, where they share my twin passions for
polo and tango. So many events and experiences where A&K alone can arrange special
access and take you behind the scenes. So many people to meet, stories to hear, dishes to
savour, dances to learn. Designer hotels and eco-lodges, gorgeous estancias, luxury trains
and glamorous high desert camps.
Yet for all the opulence and luxury, all the wonderful people and culture, when I think of
South America, my mind’s eye is inevitably drawn to nature and space, to the high desert
of the Atacama, or to the very south of the continent, to the dramatic wilds of Patagonia,
and the Torres Del Paine National Park, one of the world’s most pristine and mesmerising
landscapes, its soaring horn-shaped peaks, its deep blue icebergs that cleave from glaciers,
the vivid lakes and soaring condors — this is heart-stopping scenery, and life-affirming travel.
It’s one of my very favourite destinations anywhere, and no-one can take you there like A&K.
Enjoy exploring!

Geoffrey Kent
Founder, Chairman and CEO of the
Abercrombie & Kent Group of Companies
@geoffrey_kent
130 0 851 8 0 0 | ABERCROMBIEKENT.COM . AU
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Why Choose an A&K Journey
Abercrombie & Kent takes you to the heart of a destination in extraordinary style and
comfort, with authentic local insight, unforgettable experiences and encounters, seats
at the best tables, and exclusive access privileges.
THE LEADER IN LUXURY TRAVEL
EXPERIENCES FOR OVER 50 YEARS
For over half a century, Abercrombie & Kent
has been a pioneer in the world of luxury travel,
redefining the notion of what is possible on
holiday and delivering travel experiences that
change the way travellers see the world and
see themselves. We’ve made it our business
to specialise in destinations and itineraries that
are extraordinary, creating exquisite adventures
handcrafted to exceed the expectations of even
the most discerning travellers.

OUR PEOPLE
A&K works tirelessly to design adventures
you won’t be able to undertake with any other
tour provider, backed up by the most robust
support network, including over 2,500
handpicked staff in our 55 offices in more
than 30 countries around the world. Unlike
other operators, we recruit, train, and manage
our own full-time staff, orchestrating every
aspect of your journey with precision and
flexibility, down to the last detail. Whether
it’s the seamless flow of an A&K itinerary or
the prompt attention paid to an unexpected
request, you can be sure that our global family
is the driving force making it happen.

LOCAL PRESENCE & PRIVILEGES
When you travel with A&K, we don’t just take
you to the front of the line, we take you into the
rooms in the presidential palace not typically
open to visitors, on an exclusive tour with
the best historian in the region. This kind of
unencumbered access to the authentic heart and
soul of a place — to the people and sites that exist
far beyond the reach of the average traveller — is
something we pride ourselves on and ensure
we deliver on every journey we create, whether
to Latin America’s most iconic luxury travel
destinations, or to more off-the-grid and underthe-radar places and experiences.
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EXPERT LOCAL GUIDES
It is often said that a guide can make or break
a special journey. We agree. A&K’s guides are
the best in the world and deliver superlative
experiences in every destination. All are blessed
with extensive knowledge and the ability to
bring local attractions to life. Multilingual and
well-travelled, each possesses insight into
diverse attractions and cultural interactions
throughout the region, enlightening you in every
locale with insider information that adds depth
to your journey.

EXCLUSIVE GUARDIAN ANGEL
SERVICE
In some Latin America destinations, our A&K
Guardian Angels can be on-hand to provide
24/7 support and on-the-spot planning during

a private journey. They also make getting
around a breeze, with escorted transfers,
sightseeing, restaurant bookings, luggage
service and porterage available in some cities.

SAFETY YOU CAN TRUST
With experience comes excellence and
reliability, and with A&K this translates to peace
of mind and security. The safety of our guests
is always our priority. Our network of local
offices and long-established relationships in this
region, and in every region in which we operate,
allows us to keep our finger on the pulse of local
dynamics and developments. If unexpected
events occur, A&K has resources at the ready,
and you can rely on us to go the extra mile to
ensure your wellbeing and allow you to safely
continue your journey.

13 0 0 851 8 0 0 | ABERCROMBIEKENT.COM . AU
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Land Iguana, Galapagos Islands
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CHOOSE YOUR TRAVEL STYLE
With Abercrombie & Kent, you can select from a range of handcrafted private and
small group journeys.
SEAMLESS, READY-TO-TRAVEL
PRIVATE JOURNEYS
We have extensively researched every journey in
this brochure and every destination to which we
travel. Each element of each itinerary is carefully
considered in terms of guest enjoyment, travel
logistics, and how it fits in the overall pace and
flow of the journey. The result is the journeys
you see in this brochure, each one travelled and
tested, to ensure we present the destination in
the best possible manner in seamless style and
comfort. These journeys are all designed to give
you an incomparable travel experience, each
is operated on a private basis for you and your
travelling companions, and each is ready-to-book
and ready-to-travel as it appears in this brochure.

EXQUISITE SMALL GROUP
JOURNEYS
A&K also offers an exclusive portfolio of small
group journeys to a variety of the world’s and the
region’s greatest luxury travel destinations, as
well as journeys to more emerging and off-thebeaten track destinations. These are expert-led
shared adventures, with intimate group sizes
of no more than 18 guests, and guaranteed
departures from the first two guests booked.
Each of these journeys has been designed to
ensure the right balance of guided activity and
breathing room, the time and space for selfdiscovery in a destination, with local encounters
and exclusive access to many attractions only
available to a small group.

CELEBRATE FAMILY & FRIENDS
At A&K, we’re all about creating lasting
memories for you, your family and your friends,
spending time away together in the world’s most
special places. Whether you’re gathering to
celebrate a special milestone — a big birthday,
anniversary, honeymoon or wedding — or
simply a family get-together, we recognise that
shared experiences are the most memorable
and we know how to tailor the journey to suit
every dynamic.
Our Travel Specialists can create magical
moments for every generation travelling.
Imagine watching your parents or your adult
children as they see Iguazú Falls for the first
time, the wonder on a child’s face at sighting
their first iceberg on an Antarctic expedition
departing from Ushuaia, the fun of a tango
lesson in Buenos Aires, or the friendly sibling
rivalry on a mountain bike excursion in Chile.

BESPOKE PRIVATE TRAVEL SERVICE —
DISCOVER LATIN AMERICA ON A
JOURNEY MADE JUST FOR YOU
A&K also offers a Bespoke Private Travel
Service, and any of the destinations and
itineraries included in this brochure can be
adapted, amended and/or extended to meet
your individual interests and requirements.

Our Travel Specialists understand travel
planning at a level even the most fastidious
travellers never consider. Creating a luxury
private journey isn’t just about choosing hotels
and arranging visits to museums or knowing the
best time to see a landmark — it’s about giving
you the kinds of uniquely inspiring experiences
you may not even know exist, local encounters
made possible only by A&K’s longstanding
connections in the region and around the world.
Bespoke private travel means seeing Latin
America exactly how you want to see it, on
an itinerary fashioned for you by the region’s
foremost experts and matched to your interests,
your style and your budget
Whether we’re working with your travel agent
or directly with you, our Travel Specialists take
the time to understand your ideal holiday, how
you like to travel and the kinds of activities
and experiences that will make your trip most
meaningful to you. Then we create or curate
a journey to match, with as much or as little
direction from you as you want to provide,
drawing on the expertise of the locals in our
offices throughout Latin America, ultimately
developing or recommending an itinerary that
will make your dream a reality.

13 0 0 851 8 0 0 | ABERCROMBIEKENT.COM . AU
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TRULY LUXURIOUS
ACCOMMODATIONS THAT
INSPIRE, ENHANCE & DELIGHT
The quality of the accommodation we use is one of the many things that sets an A&K journey
apart. On all handcrafted private and small group journeys, we select only the most remarkable
hotels, boutique lodges and ships, each of which must combine superior service, a sense of
place, local character and unanticipated luxuries.
AWARD-WINNING, ICONIC HOTELS

ONE-OF-A-KIND LOCATIONS

When luxury is what you’re looking for, there’s
no reason to settle for second-best. Our
local experts choose only the very best hotels
in a given destination. In many cases, their
choice will be the undisputed local favourite,
synonymous with five-star style, often a Condé
Nast Traveler Gold List or Travel + Leisure
World’s Best property. But the choice might also
be a whispered secret, a better option, a small
but perfectly-formed boutique property with a
certain significant atmospheric, experiential or
locational advantage.

When considering an hotel, our experts look at
more than just the rooms. Wherever possible,
we arrange for you to stay close to the places
you most want to see, close to the people
you’ll most enjoy meeting, and close to the
experiences you’ll most enjoy discovering. We’ll
choose the right option from within the region’s
best properties, whether historically iconic,
coveted high-design or supremely located on
the edge of a wilderness.

INTIMATE BOUTIQUE CAMPS
& LODGES
As a home base on secluded and extraordinary
wilderness adventures, our more off-the-beaten
track journeys feature luxurious boutique camps
and lodges available only to smaller groups and
always with an incredible front seat to scenery
and wildlife, often just outside your door.

STYLISH SHIPS
Our commitment to luxury doesn’t stop at
the water’s edge: When it comes to river
cruising with A&K, step aboard knowing you’ll
experience the same comfort, service and style
you would on land, all while discovering the
beauty of life on the water.

Tierra Atacama, Chile
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Belmond Hotel das Cataratas, Brazil

Aria Amazon, Peru
Palacio Duhau – Park Hyatt Buenos Aires, Argentina

Llao Llao, Argentina
Banyan Tree Mayakoba, Mexico
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THE BEST WAY
TO FLY: WITH A&K
ABERCROMBIE & KENT HAS LONGESTABLISHED RELATIONSHIPS WITH A WIDE
RANGE OF PARTNER AIRLINES.
This works to your advantage in a number of ways:
• Our Travel Specialists and dedicated Flight Desk know which flights
work best for your particular itinerary and which can save you time
in the air
• We offer competitive airfares in conjunction with any of our holidays
in any class of travel
• You can choose from a wide variety of carriers and earn mileage
credits with your preferred airlines (where applicable)
Talk to your A&K Travel Specialist about our Flight Desk service.

Fly to Latin America with one of our
preferred partner airlines

EARN QANTAS POINTS
ON LUXURY TRAVEL
EARN 1 QANTAS POINT FOR EVERY $1 SPENT ON ELIGIBLE ITINERARIES*.
Abercrombie & Kent guests can earn Qantas
Points when booking a luxury holiday. Qantas
Frequent Flyer members will earn 1 Qantas Point
for every dollar spent on an A&K land itinerary of
seven nights or more (excludes taxes and credit
card fees)*.
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Visit our website to see the points you could
earn when booking eligible itineraries.

many other rewards available through Qantas
Frequent Flyer.

Start exploring today, book your qualifying
holiday and you could be closer to your dream
reward, whether it be a flight to an exotic
destination, a shopping voucher or one of the

*Terms & Conditions apply. See the website for
details www.abercrombiekent.com.au/qantasfrequent-flyer
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A REWARDS
PROGRAMME FOR
REPEAT TRAVELLERS
EXPERIENCE THE MARCO POLO CLUB
Created to recognise and reward our most loyal guests, the Marco Polo
Club® is open to everyone who travels on three or more journeys with
Abercrombie & Kent.
Among the club’s benefits is a five-percent discount on almost any new
booking made within nine months of returning from an A&K journey. This
discount also applies to any immediate family member(s) travelling with the
Marco Polo Club member. And solo travellers are entitled to a 50% discount
on most single supplements booked at any time.
Marco Polo Club members also enjoy recognition in other ways with a
place on the priority waitlist for sold-out journeys, a members-only onboard
reception on A&K Luxury Expedition Cruises, and a variety of exclusive
communications and events.
To learn more about A&K’s Marco Polo Club, visit
www.abercrombiekent.com.au/marcopoloclub
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Children of the Rainbow, Sacred Valley of the Incas, Peru
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ABERCROMBIE & KENT PHILANTHROPY

BE A PART OF TRAVEL
THAT CHANGES LIVES
Make a deeper local connection on your next journey with
a visit to an Abercrombie & Kent Philanthropy project.
TRANSFORMING TRAVEL
The travel industry is in the midst of a transformation toward greater equity and
sustainability. Abercrombie & Kent Philanthropy (AKP) is dedicated to positively
impacting lives and livelihoods in the communities where our guests travel. We are
equally committed to ensuring guests learn about our philanthropic investments as an
integral part of their travel experience.

SHARING A JOURNEY THAT MATTERS
While an A&K journey reveals all kinds of inspiring experiences, our guests often find
their visit to an AKP project the most stirring. You’ll find these unique opportunities
on many of our journeys, affording a wealth of interactions and insights you won’t
find anywhere else. Whether celebrating a newly opened school or the beauty of an
ecosystem brought back from the brink, these visits forge memories that last a lifetime.

BUILDING ON A SOLID FOUNDATION
Established in 1982 under the guidance of A&K Vice Chairman Jorie Butler
Kent, Abercrombie & Kent Philanthropy is dedicated to giving back to the vibrant
communities we’re so privileged to share with our guests. Our local offices seek out
and support grassroots projects in these communities, and we’re now deeply involved
in more than 41 education, conservation, healthcare and community enterprise projects
in 20 countries.
For example, in Peru’s Sacred Valley, the Niños del Arco Iris (Children of the Rainbow)
project supplies meals, medical care, education and hope for disadvantaged children in
the Sacred Valley of the Incas.

SUSTAINING AN UNMATCHED LOCAL PRESENCE
With full-time, locally-based coordinators serving our partner communities in
Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia, Botswana, India, Peru, Sri Lanka and Southeast Asia,
AKP is fostering philanthropic commitments unprecedented in the travel industry.
Focused on making the most of our efforts in the field, these community development
professionals are also uniquely qualified to share these projects with you, our guests.
If you’d like to meet one of our Philanthropy Coordinators and experience an AKP
project firsthand, please contact A&K or your travel agent to arrange a site visit on
your next journey.
Abercrombie & Kent makes a donation to AKP on behalf of every guest travelling.

For more information on AKP projects around
the world, and how you can support or visit them,
see www.abercrombiekent.com.au/philanthropy
130 0 851 8 0 0 | ABERCROMBIEKENT.COM . AU
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DISCOVER LATIN AMERICA ON
A JOURNEY MADE JUST FOR YOU
True luxury bespoke travel means seeing Latin America exactly how you want to see it,
on an itinerary fashioned for you by the region’s foremost experts.
THE ULTIMATE IN INSPIRING TRAVEL
IN LATIN AMERICA

ITINERARIES YOU WON’T FIND
ANYWHERE ELSE

Our Bespoke Travel Service allows you to
experience A&K’s hallmark blend of insider
access and style throughout Latin America on
an itinerary created for you and your family or
friends. Our Travel Specialists, all dedicated
travellers in their own right, work closely with
you or your travel professional to create a
made-to-order journey of a lifetime, optimised
to make sure you get the most out of every
moment.

With our unrivalled knowledge, A&K can
create journeys that feature iconic destinations
and perfect pacing, all seamlessly orchestrated
for the luxury traveller. These are journeys that
unfold with the narrative flow of a good book
or a great film. Our approach and network
advantages also bring practical benefits,
including tailored transfer and flight routings to
allow for extra time exploring, and longer stops
in the places you most want to see.
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NO TWO HOLIDAYS ARE THE SAME
Starting with a conversation, we’ll craft the
holiday of your dreams. Much of this is in the
planning and in our understanding of what
you want to achieve in your holiday. Tell us
where and how you’d like to travel. We’ll listen
carefully, build your itinerary from scratch and
tweak it until you’re 100 per cent satisfied.
By tailor-making your journey with an A&K
travel specialist, you are assured a unique
experience from booking to boarding and
beyond.

Titilaka, Peru

Four steps to an inspiring
bespoke journey
1.

Tell Us About Your Ideal Journey
It starts with an A&K Travel Specialist, who works with you or your travel professional
to open your eyes to the possibilities of travel with A&K — a world of inspiring
destinations and exclusive insider access.

GENUINE, CULTURAL IMMERSION
We ensure every one of our journeys
includes authentic cultural encounters.
Imagine strolling the market of a little-known
village alongside a friendly local — your
A&K guide — who grew up just down the
street and has probably known some of
the vendors here her entire life. She makes
warm introductions and suddenly you are
taking a bite of some exotic fruit picked just
that morning. Our guides offer the kind of
insight into local culture that can only come
from being a local. The result is a journey that
reveals the real spirit of the people, and the
place, in a way you’ll never forget.

2.
3.
4.

Make Your Journey Your Own
The Travel Specialist creates a detailed proposal for your journey, complete with
sightseeing, hotels and insider access activities arranged specially for you, refining the
itinerary until it’s exactly what you’re looking for.
Let Us Handle the Details
Your journey is planned — now it’s time to sit back and let us finalise the details, as well
as provide all the information you need to prepare for your journey.
Travel with Around-the-Clock A&K Support
Once you arrive at your destination, we manage everything behind the scenes,
leaving you to enjoy every inspiring moment for as long as you travel with us. This is
travel as it is meant to be.

Experience the Journey of Your Dreams
Contact A&K at 1300 851 800, visit abercrombiekent.com.au or speak to your
travel professional to start planning your bespoke journey today.

A&K’S TRAVEL SPECIALISTS
Our Travel Specialists regard travel not as an occasional diversion, but as a calling that
stimulates the mind and nourishes the spirit. Exceptionally well-travelled individuals with an
average of more than 10 years’ travel industry experience, each is an expert in their chosen
region of the world. They’re also born adventurers who can advise on the best places to visit
because they’ve usually been there themselves already. They’re in constant touch with A&K’s
partners and our network of offices throughout the region and throughout the world, with
access to the most up-to-date information at their fingertips. Your Travel Specialist also gets to
know you as an individual, either through your travel agent or directly with you, one traveller to
another, to make sure your journey is everything you want it to be.

130 0 851 8 0 0 | ABERCROMBIEKENT.COM . AU
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See, Do, Stay, More explained
The journey begins in your imagination. We hope the ideas in this book — which are just
a sample of the almost limitless luxury travel options within Latin America — inspire you to
start planning your own adventure. Working with our experienced Travel Specialists you
can build your own A&K itinerary including destinations and experiences you will remember
forever. To help you on your way, look out for these sections in the following pages:

SEE

Witness the wonders of the new world with the unparalleled
experience our experts offer. In every corner of Latin America,
there are iconic places that reveal a distinctive heritage and cultural
vision. See places, spaces, sites and sights you’ll cherish forever.

DO

Exceptional activities, exclusive opportunities. Every bespoke
journey is designed with you in mind. The examples you’ll
see throughout this book are just a taste of what our wellconnected local teams can arrange.

STAY

Luxury takes centre stage when it comes to the
accommodation available on all our private journeys. This
carefully curated collection of luxurious hotels offers A&K’s
clients a little something extra every time you check in.

MORE

Each region in Latin America has so much to offer,
and so much to experience. Extend your journey and
gain a truly in-depth view into the rich diversity of the
continent.
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Buenos Aires, Argentina
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A&K’s Latin America
Where will your journey take you?

ARGENTINA Vast and varied, Argentina is the home
of tango and the gaucho and boasts a cultured,
cosmopolitan capital, a strong Latin vibe and
amazing landscapes.

BOLIVIA Land-locked and at high altitude, Bolivia
is one of South America’s most rugged countries,
with breathtaking scenery from high mountain
peaks to salt flats, jungle terrain and windswept
altiplano.

BRAZIL With a vast landmass, Brazil has much
to offer, from iconic cities and palm-lined
beaches to extraordinary wildlife reserves and
spectacular festivals and celebrations.

CHILE Chile offers some of the most breathtaking
landscapes on the continent from the desert of
the north to the glaciers and icebound climes of
the south, Pacific islands and fjords, the Andes
mountain range and more.

COLOMBIA Colombia’s dramatic landscapes
range from high mountains and valleys to desert,
jungle, sandy beaches and volcanic coastlines.
Its colonial cities are impressive and the people
warm and welcoming.

COSTA RICA This tiny nation is one of the most
biodiverse areas on the planet with a wide range
of habitats — rainforests, beaches, volcanoes and
mangrove swamps — supporting a fascinating
variety of wildlife.

CUBA Classic cars, cigars, music, dance, rum and
colonial attractions — just some of the reasons to
visit Cuba. It is a fascinating country emerging from
economic privation and boasting a rich culture,
wildlife habitats and amazing natural beauty.

ECUADOR & GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Despite its modest
size, Ecuador is packed with diverse attractions,
from the extraordinary wildlife of the Galapagos,
biosphere cloud forest and Amazon jungle to the
volcanoes and mountains of its interior.

GUATEMALA A small but fascinating blend of
ancient Maya traditions, colonial influences and
a vibrant Indian culture. It is renowned for its
colourful handicrafts, ancient ruins, towering
volcanoes, and stunning colonial architecture.

HONDURAS Home to the impressive ancient city
of Copán, as well as other Maya ruins, idyllic
nature reserves and palm-fringed beaches,
Honduras is well worth adding on to any journey
in the region.

MEXICO Full of colour, culture, fascinating sights
and some of the most beautiful beaches in the
world, Mexico is a magical destination with a
cuisine to match.

PERU Both Spanish and Inca influences abound
throughout Peru with famous ancient sites, grand
monuments, Amazon jungle plus a rich textile and
vibrant food scene.
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Havana

MEXICO

CUBA

Mexico City
Oaxaca

GUATEMALA HONDURAS

Guatemala City

NORTH ATLANTIC
OCEAN

Copán
Tegucigalpa

Cartagena

COSTA RICA
San Jose

Bogota

COLOMBIA
Quito

Otavalo

ECUADOR

GALAPAGOS
ISLANDS

Amazon
Basin
Iquitos

Guayaquil

Manaus

BRAZIL

PERU

SOUTH PACIFIC
OCEAN

Salvador
de Bahia
Brasilia

Lima
Sacred Valley
Machu Picchu
BOLIVIA
Cusco Lake Titicaca
La Paz
Arequipa
Sucre
Uyuni
Atacama
Salta

Pantanal

São Paulo

Rio de Janeiro

Iguazú Falls

ARGENTINA

Cordoba

Valparaiso

EASTER
ISLAND

Mendoza

Santiago

Buenos
Aires

CHILE

Bariloche

PATAGONIA
Torres del Paine

URUGUAY Come to Uruguay for colonial towns,
raw landscapes, remote beaches and rolling
countryside. Stroll through 300 years of history
on cobbled streets and experience authentic
gaucho traditions on vast estancias.

URUGUAY
Montevideo

SOUTH ATLANTIC
OCEAN

Los Glaciares
National Park
El Calafate

Ushuaia
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Patagonia, Argentina
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LATIN AMERICA
A continent more dramatic and diverse would be hard to imagine. There are landscapes
that stretch as far as the eye can see: from the mountains of the Peruvian Andes to Brazil’s
dense rainforest, the arid desert of Chile’s north, and the endless Pampas of Argentina.
Central America is one of the most biodiverse regions on earth, while the nations around the
Equator, including Colombia and Ecuador have an extraordinary range of ecosystems.
Cultural variety also abounds, with every nation boasting its own rich and colourful history,
from pre-Columbian times to the present day, and vibrant festival traditions. The people
are warm and fun-loving, the food is a star attraction everywhere, and there is a broad and
exquisite selection of lodgings available, from slick city boltholes and charming boutique
estancias, to luxury river boats and wilderness retreats.
When you explore Latin America with A&K, you can be assured of an experience like no other.

WHEN TO GO
Peru and Ecuador are year-round destinations with rains from December to March.
Colombia’s proximity to the Equator keeps temperatures stable throughout the year, around
24°C along the coast and 7—17°C as you move inland, with peak travel times December
to February. The Galapagos Islands are predominantly warm and dry with different wildlife
attractions throughout the year.
Brazil is best visited from March to November, with Rio hot and humid in the summer.
Mexico, meanwhile, is at its best between November and April. Costa Rica has two
seasons — dry (mid-November to April, with December-January peak season) and rainy
(May to mid-November). Guatemala has a pleasant climate year-round, with the best time
to travel from November to April.
In the continent’s south, Argentina and Chile are also year-round destinations with warm-hot
summers (January to March), especially in the north, and cold winters, particularly at higher
altitudes and in the Patagonian south.

A&K ADVANTAGES & INCLUSIONS
Among the many inclusions that make an A&K private journey in this part of the
world unique:
• Your own dedicated A&K Travel Specialist who will work with you before you travel
to thoroughly understand your interests and requirements, and either recommend
a ready-to-book A&K itinerary from this brochure, every one of which has been
designed with passion, insight and attention to detail incorporating the very best, not
just the best-known, options and experiences in the destination, or create a bespoke
itinerary especially for you
• Expert local guides who will share their personal insights into the destination, enable
unique local encounters and ensure you take away lifelong memories
• A perfectly-balanced journey that flows seamlessly from start to finish, with
opportunities for self-discovery along the way and the ability to enjoy flexibility
during your stay and set your own pace
• Hand-picked accommodation from the very best high-end luxury hotels to intimate
boutique inns and independently-owned lodgings
• Round-the-clock support in destination through A&K’s extensive network of travel
experts, local offices and partners.
Every A&K private journey also includes:
• A Personal Meet & Greet on arrival at each destination
• Private transfers and transport in your own vehicle with a driver, bottled water and
hand towels
• All breakfasts and many other meals as specified in the itinerary
• Entrance fees for all sightseeing and included activities.
130 0 851 8 0 0 | ABERCROMBIEKENT.COM . AU
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LATIN AMERICA MULTI-COUNTRY
Despite covering a vast area, Latin America’s interconnectivity means it is simple to combine multiple
countries in one journey. Here is some inspiration on how it can be done. To handcraft your own
luxury journey, talk to your travel professional or contact Abercrombie & Kent.
PERU

BOLIVIA

BRAZIL

2

SAN PEDRO
DE ATACAMA
3
2 PURMAMARCA

CALAMA

IGUAZÚ
FALLS

SALTA

4

CUSCO

2

2

CHILE

LIMA

SACRED VALLEY
& MACHU PICCHU

2

LAKE 3
TITICACA

2

UYUNI

URUGUAY

SAN PEDRO
DE ATACAMA

COLONIA &
MONTEVIDEO 3 3
1
JOSE
BUENOS 1
IGNACIO
AIRES
SANTIAGO

3

CHILE

ARGENTINA

LA PAZ

BOLIVIA

2

2

2

ARGENTINA
2

2

BUENOS
AIRES

2

2

2

LIMA

4

CUSCO

BOGOTÁ

MACHU
PICCHU

BOLIVIA

CHILE
BRAZIL

IGUAZÚ
FALLS

2

RIO DE
JANEIRO

2 3

2

2 WINERY
VALPARAÍSO

3

URUGUAY
MONTEVIDEO

2

MACHU PICCHU

SANTIAGO

4

BOLIVIA

PERU & COLOMBIA
Consider this exciting journey combining six nights each in neighbouring
northern countries which share an intriguing colonial heritage yet
demonstrate their own distinct personalities. Peru’s ancient Inca ruins,
vibrant seaside capital, Spanish architecture and culinary distinction
combine nicely with Colombia’s engaging art scene, myriad ecological
attractions, coffee culture and Caribbean coastal charms. Domestic and
regional flights maximise your time in destination.
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2

PARATY

ARGENTINA

PERU

CUSCO

BRAZIL

SÃO
PARAGUAY PAULO

ECUADOR

2

MENDOZA

PERU
CARTAGENA

COLOMBIA

LIMA

2

ARGENTINA, CHILE, BOLIVIA & PERU
Four countries in four weeks, this journey showcases the individual appeal
of each. In Argentina, experience the elegant capital, the immense falls of
Iguazú, colonial charms up north and jaw-dropping scenery. From Chile’s
world renowned winegrowing region, cross the mighty Andes to the capital
and on to adventure central in Atacama. Uncover the desolate but dramatic
salt flats of Bolivia and its high altitude capital, explore the islands of its
most famous lake and finish up amidst the tapestry of Peru’s Inca heritage,
savouring its world famous cuisine and rich textile traditions.

VENEZUELA
PEREIRA

IGUAZÚ
FALLS

SALTA

SANTIAGO

CHILE, ARGENTINA & URUGUAY
Find adventure aplenty in southern climes on a discovery of three
neighbouring countries. Cosmopolitan city stays top and tail this story
of high altitude exploration amidst breathtaking landscapes, rich wildlife
encounters, colonial architectural gems and thundering waterfalls. The littleknown delights of Uruguay, one of the continent’s smallest countries, reveal
a chic coastal haven for jet-setters, inventive winemakers, an emerging
food scene and a rich culture of art and music. Three flights take you on the
longer routes and elsewhere travel is by luxury vehicle.

PARAGUAY
2

PACIFIC
OCEAN

BRAZIL

CHILE, PERU, BRAZIL & URUGUAY
Meet local winemakers, stroll cobbled streets, explore Inca ruins and
marvel at world famous waterfalls. On this multi-country adventure, you’ll
do all this as well as stepping backstage to discover Rio’s Carnival culture,
its magical beaches and party atmosphere plus a tropical coastal retreat
and architectural icons in its largest metropolis. Finish off exploring the
Uruguayan capital, enjoying its unique wines, savouring its famous parilla
tradition and admiring colonial architecture.

LUXURY TAILOR-MADE JOURNEYS | L ATIN AMERICA

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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Machu Picchu, Peru
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PERU & BOLIVIA
Travel well off the beaten path as you walk in the footsteps
of Inca emperors and discover remote Amazonian
wonders untouched by the hands of time.
ECUADOR
Iquitos

BRAZIL
Chiclayo

PERU

Lima

Machu
Picchu
Nazca
Colca
Arequipa

Puerto
Maldonado

Sacred
Valley
Cusco

Lake
Titicaca
Puno
La Paz

BOLIVIA

Potosi

Sucre

Uyuni
SOUTH ATLANTIC
OCEAN

CHILE

There are few places in the world that can boast
the spectacular and diverse beauty of Peru. From
the natural energy of the Amazon rainforest and
the peaks of the Andes to the colonial architecture
of the country’s capital Lima, Peru is a captivating
country full of surprises at every turn. Rediscover
hidden treasures as you walk along the Inca
trail to Machu Picchu. Immerse yourself in the
proud culture of the Peruvian people and follow
in the spiritual footsteps of their ancestors as you
journey through this awe-inspiring country.

ARGENTINA

From brightly coloured textiles and bustling,
modern Santa Cruz markets to countryside
villages that feel frozen in time, Bolivia is a
travel destination guaranteed to inspire and
delight the senses. While the country might
lack the tourism infrastructure found in other
parts of Latin America, part of what makes a
visit to Lake Titicaca or Bolivia’s glistening salt
flats so unique and special is that everything is
both charmingly undeveloped and incredibly
beautiful.

DISCOVER LATIN AMERICA ON A JOURNEY MADE JUST FOR YOU
The following suggested journeys, recommended places to visit and extraordinary
experiences are just a taste of what you can see and do across this region. Please visit
www.abercrombiekent.com.au to find more inspiration for your next unforgettable journey,
or contact our Travel Specialists who will work with you to create a memorable bespoke journey.
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SEE

Some of the region’s foremost sights
and locations.
MACHU PICCHU, PERU
Overlooking the Urubamba River from its remote
Andean perch, the 500-year-old citadel of
Machu Picchu, a UNESCO World Heritage Site,
still holds the secret of its passing. Retrace the
footsteps of Inca emperors, learning the theories
that may one day reveal the truth behind this
stunning and mysterious wonder of the world.
CUSCO & SACRED VALLEY, PERU
The former Inca capital of Cusco sits perched
approximately 3,400 metres up in the Andes,
affording a vibrant urban gateway to the
pastoral Sacred Valley that lies below. Cusco
beckons visitors to take in its historic Plaza de
Armas and splendid cathedral before heading
down to explore the valley, a riverside oasis of
villages, ruins and farms flanked by terraced
Andean mountainsides.
24

Cusco, Peru

THE AMAZON BASIN, PERU
Encompassing the world’s largest river and
rainforest, the Amazon basin spans nearly 40
per cent of the South American continent. Those
who venture into this legendary ecosystem will
discover nature at its most beguiling.

LUXURY TAILOR-MADE JOURNEYS | L ATIN AMERICA

LIMA, PERU
Overlooking the Pacific, Lima’s architecture,
cuisine, history and culture span Inca, colonial and
contemporary influences. Wander the steps of
the conquistadors, savour a plate of ocean-fresh
ceviche, and sip an expertly-mixed pisco sour.

PERU & BOLIVIA

Machu Picchu, Peru

Salar de Uyuni, Bolivia

La Paz, Bolivia

UYUNI, BOLIVIA
Set in Bolivia’s southwest corner, the desert
outpost of Uyuni affords a welcome oasis
among the hauntingly beautiful moonscape
that surrounds it. The small town is known for its
warm, hospitable locals and easy access to the
awe-inspiring vastness of the Salar de Uyuni
(Uyuni Salt Flats).
LA PAZ, BOLIVIA
Nestled across a gaping Andean canyon some
4,000 metres above sea level, La Paz boasts
the highest elevation of any capital city in the
world. This mountain metropolis invites guests to
wander its winding lanes, stroll its curious market
stalls and take in its colonial architecture.
LAKE TITICACA, BOLIVIA/PERU
Lake Titicaca’s vast area, eerie stillness and
piercing blue hue complement a rich history
dating back to the early, pre-Inca hill tribes who
still call these shores home. Timeworn cathedrals
look out over hand-harvested fields while
towering Andean peaks rise over the horizon.

Uros floating islands, Lake Titicaca

Amazon Basin, Peru
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Sacred Valley, Peru
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DO

PERU & BOLIVIA

Exceptional activities, many featuring
insider access opportunities.
VISIT A SACRED VALLEY VILLAGE,
PERU
Venture off the beaten path in the Sacred Valley
of the Incas with a visit to a village seemingly
frozen in time. Discover the agricultural
methods used for centuries in this challenging,
mountainous environment.
HIKE ABOVE MACHU PICCHU, PERU
Take a long, slowly inclined hike along an
original Inca Trail up to Inti Punku (the Sun
Gate), located on a ridge overlooking the
Machu Picchu citadel. Alternatively, take the
steep trek up towering Huayna Picchu with its
bird’s-eye view of the area.
TASTE LIMA’S LOCAL FLAVOURS, PERU
Join a local chef to source ingredients from the
stalls of a nearby neighbourhood market. Head
to their private kitchen to learn the secrets of an
authentic regional dish. Afterwards, sit down to
enjoy your meal with a pisco sour in hand.

Machu Picchu, Peru

Peruvian ceviche

MEET THE KALLAWAYAS, BOLIVIA
Consult with the Kallawayas, traditional
healers of the Bolivian Andes. These direct
descendants of Tiwanaku culture offer blessings
and answer questions by reading sacred coca
leaves.
CRUISE LAKE TITICACA TO SUN
ISLAND, BOLIVIA
Board a sleek vessel for a cruise across the
crystal-clear waters of Lake Titicaca to arrive at
Isla del Sol (Sun Island), one of the Inca’s most
sacred places. Walk among its many ruins and
taste the waters of its sacred fountain, which
legend holds can grant eternal youth.

Isla del Sol, Bolivia

SLEEP IN A DELUXE AIR STREAM
CAMPER, BOLIVIA
Upgrade your experience on the Uyuni salt
flats with a stay in a Deluxe Air Stream Camper
which comes complete with electric blankets,
private bathroom, air-conditioning, a mini-bar
and spacious relaxation area. Enjoy exceptional
meals prepared by a gourmet chef in a
separate ‘kitchen on wheels’.

Deluxe Air Stream Camper, Bolivia
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STAY

Our preferred accommodation choices
hand-picked for you.
HOTEL B, LIMA, PERU
A wonderfully restored colonial mansion,
Hotel B is a luxury boutique hotel within
reach of galleries and world class restaurants.
Originally built as a seaside retreat during the
1920s, this unique property boasts its own
collection of contemporary and traditional art.
All rooms are unique and elegantly designed;
the roof-top lounge offers stunning views, and
the signature restaurant features PeruvianMediterranean cuisine.
BELMOND HOTEL MONASTERIO,
CUSCO, PERU
Occupying a former monastery dating from
1592, this ideally located boutique luxury hotel
looks in on a mighty cedar that crowns its main
courtyard. Rooms feature handsome wood
furnishings, exquisite artwork and interesting
architectural details. Service is unfalteringly
professional and two restaurants offer
Mediterranean or Peruvian cuisine.
TITILAKA, LAKE TITICACA, PERU
Titilaka, a Relais & Châteaux property, is a
luxurious all suite lodge on the shores of Lake
Titicaca. Surrounded by breathtaking Andean
landscapes, it has a sophisticated and modern
style with contemporary Peruvian cuisine, and
lake-facing rooms featuring craftwork from
local artisans. Titilaka is the perfect base from
which to explore the traditional communities
living on the picturesque islands.

Hotel B, Lima, Peru

Belmond Hotel Monasterio, Cusco, Peru

Titilaka, Lake Titicaca, Peru
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PERU & BOLIVIA

Inkaterra Reserva Amazonica, Amazon, Peru

INKATERRA RESERVA AMAZONICA,
AMAZON, PERU
Located in a private nature reserve in Peru’s
southern Amazon, Reserva Amazonica is a
wonderfully remote and pristine eco-lodge.
Sleep in spacious thatched-roof cabañas and
suites featuring ceiling fans and hot water.
Superb guided excursions including boat
tours, nature walks, night safaris, fishing, bird
watching, and local community visits make this
the perfect Amazon experience.
LUNA SALADA, UYUNI, BOLIVIA
Entirely made from salt, Luna Salada Hotel
is a rustic property situated on the edge of
the world’s largest salt flats. With sweeping
panoramic views, rooms are designed with
colourful Andean charm, art and furniture.
Enjoy delicious regional flavours from the
restaurant or relax in the spa or Jacuzzi.

Luna Salada, Uyuni, Bolivia

CASA GRANDE HOTEL, LA PAZ,
BOLIVIA
La Paz’s most stylish contemporary hotel, Casa
Grande is an architectural landmark with a lofty
atrium featuring a striking curved glass roof
that allows natural light to flood the reception,
and has views of the surrounding mountains
and city. The cocktail lounge is sleek and the
restaurant serves innovative cuisine.

Casa Grande Hotel, La Paz, Bolivia
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Plaza Mayor, Lima

HIGHLIGHTS OF PERU
7 DAYS | PRIVATE JOURNEY
From intricate frescoes to architectural marvels, Peru is home to one of South America’s
most sophisticated ancient civilisations and a thriving modern vibe. Unearth the past
in Lima. Delight in Cusco’s tapestry of colonial charm and Inca spirit. Unlock hidden
treasures in the lesser-known South Valley. And make the pilgrimage of a lifetime to the
mountaintop ruins of Machu Picchu.

Belmond Hiram Bingham
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JOURNEY HIGHLIGHTS
Journey to another world aboard the luxury
Belmond Hiram Bingham train
Discover the mystery of the lost city of Machu
Picchu
Explore one of South America’s oldest dwellings
and a treasure trove of period curios in Lima
Lose yourself in Cusco’s rich tapestry of old and new
Day 1: Arrive Lima. Welcome to the Peruvian
capital, perched on cliffs above the Pacific
Ocean. Transfer to your luxury accommodation
in the upscale Miraflores neighbourhood with
the remainder of your day at leisure.
JW Marriott Lima
Day 2: Lima. Unlock the secrets of the city
on a private walking tour led by a local expert.
Get the key to one of South America’s oldest
houses, Casa Aliaga. Stand in Lima’s birthplace,
the Plaza Mayor, and appreciate architectural
masterpieces including the historic cathedral,
grand presidential palace and Santo Domingo
Convent. Later, explore the extraordinary
collection of pre-Columbian artefacts in the
Larco Museum. JW Marriott Lima | BL

Machu Picchu

Day 3: Cusco. Transfer to the airport for your
short flight to Cusco and a welcome by your
Guardian Angel who will accompany you to your
sophisticated accommodation in a former 16th
century convent a short distance from the Plaza
de Armas. Sitting at an altitude of 3,400 metres,
take time to acclimatise the local way — with rest
and coca tea. Later, stroll the city’s cobblestone
plazas and winding alleyways, before stepping
inside two private cathedrals with your Guardian
Angel. JW Marriott El Convento Cusco | B
Day 4: Machu Picchu. Board the opulent
Belmond Hiram Bingham train bound for
the mystic city of Machu Picchu. Enjoy a
gourmet lunch on board followed by a guided
exploration of the enigmatic Inca citadel built
by the most advanced pre-Columbian society.
Afterwards, take tea at the Belmond Machu
Picchu Sanctuary Lodge before reboarding
the Belmond Hiram Bingham to return to
Cusco. JW Marriott El Convento Cusco | BLD

Day 7: Depart Cusco. Join your Guardian
Angel on an airport transfer for your onward
journey. B

Local colour, Cusco

PRICE
From $5,795 per person twin share.
Solo traveller from $8,915.
IQUITOS range of ready-to-travel
Our complete
private journeys can be viewed on our
website and all can be personalised to your
individual requirements.

PERU

AN
DE

BRAZIL

S

Days 5-6: Cusco. Cusco’s rich tapestry of
Spanish and Quechua influences is yours to
explore on foot. The cathedral in the central Plaza
de Armas is considered one of the most beautiful
churches in the Americas, and it will leave you
breathless. Later, unearth the well-preserved
ruins of Sacsayhuaman, a testament to Inca
architectural skill and precision. Venture into
Cusco’s South Valley, Peru’s hidden treasure.
Gaze in wonderment at Tipón, where the Incas
created an impressive hydraulic system of baths,

canals and aqueducts. Journey onwards to the
red adobe complex of Pikillacta, the only preInca site in the Cusco area. Then, step into the
surprisingly vivid “Sistine Chapel of the Andes”
in Andahuaylillas. Later, set out for a leisurely
stroll on your own. Time also to explore the
fascinating markets that dot the city. JW Marriott
El Convento Cusco | B
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2
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PERU IN DEPTH
14 DAYS | PRIVATE JOURNEY
Peru is home to some of the world’s most astonishing attractions: from the modern
culinary hub of Lima to the rainforest wonders of the Amazon; Inca treasure and the ruins
of Machu Picchu plus the altiplano landscapes and islands of Lake Titicaca. Wherever
you find yourself, there are unique hotels, welcoming locals and world class food, all
delivered in customary A&K style.
JOURNEY HIGHLIGHTS
Discover the mysteries of Machu Picchu, the lost
city of the Incas
Experience the colonial splendour and indigenous
culture of Cusco, capital of the Inca empire
Roam high above the Amazon rainforest on a
canopy walkway, high above the ground
Taste the real Peru in an intimate cooking lesson
Day 1: Arrive Lima. Welcome to the Peruvian
capital and your boutique hotel in the bohemian
hub of the city. Hotel B
Days 2-3: Lima. Source fresh ingredients
from the market with a local chef who shares
Lima’s culinary secrets. Walk lunch off with a
local expert visiting Casa Aliaga, one of South
America’s oldest houses, and the Plaza Mayor
to admire the cathedral, presidential palace and
convent. Lose yourself in the intriguing Larco
Museum which showcases one of the continent’s
finest pre-Columbian collections, and take a
private tour of Hotel B’s extensive art collection.
During your stay enjoy an afternoon at leisure to
explore on your own. Hotel B | BL/B

Days 4-5: Amazon. Fly to Puerto Maldonado,
on a tributary of the Amazon. Cruise through
the jungle to your eco-lodge. Spend time
exploring rainforest trails or opt for a twilight
boat trip in search of nocturnal species. Canoe
across beautiful Lake Sandoval, home to the
endangered giant river otter, howler monkeys,
macaws, turtles and caiman and trek across
the remarkable canopy walkway high above
the forest floor, on the lookout for toucans,
woodpeckers, monkeys and sloths. Inkaterra
Reserva Amazonica | BLD
Days 6-7: Sacred Valley. Return to Puerto
Maldonado and visit the Butterfly House before
your flight to Cusco and onward journey by car to
the Sacred Valley of the Incas. Former epicentre
of the Inca Empire, the valley is dotted with
spectacular ruins. Visit a remote village seemingly
frozen in time and join in the daily activities
to discover how locals live today. Inkaterra
Hacienda Urubamba | BD/BLD
Day 8: Machu Picchu. On your way to
Machu Picchu, stop at the imposing fortress of
Ollantaytambo before riding the Sacred Valley
train through the majestic landscape to the lost

city of the Incas where your guide reveals the
wonders of this splendid site. Inkaterra Machu
Picchu Pueblo | BLD
Day 9: Cusco. Early risers may climb to the
famous Sun Gate. For superior views across the
ruins, hike to Huayna Picchu. Or take another
leisurely walk along the stone terraces. Travel to
Cusco by Vistadome rail and road.
La Casona Inkaterra | B
Days 10-11: Cusco. Discover Cusco’s rich
tapestry on foot. Wander through the Plaza
de Armas and the cathedral, one of the most
beautiful churches in the Americas, before
marvelling at the ruins of Sacsayhuaman, a
testament to Inca architectural skill. Spend a day
at leisure searching for treasures in the markets
and boutiques of the city and enjoy an exclusive
tour of your hotel revealing details of its meticulous
restoration, as well as a unique coca leaf reading
with a local shaman. La Casona Inkaterra | BL/B

Giant river otter, Amazon
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Days 12-13: Lake Titicaca. Fly to Juliaca
and travel to your luxury lodge on the shores
of Titicaca, the world’s highest navigable
lake. There are a myriad ways to explore this
astonishing Andean environment: a boat trip
to the Uros floating islands and the island

Sacred Valley

of Taquile; trekking along old Inca roads;
kayaking; mountain biking; boating and visits to
archaeological sites. Titilaka | BLD
Day 14: Depart Puno. Transfer to Puno airport
for your onward journey. B

PRICE
From $13,295 per person twin share.
Solo traveller from $20,955.
IQUITOS range of ready-to-travel
Our complete
private journeys can be viewed on our
website and all can be personalised to your
individual requirements.
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Sun Gate, Machu Picchu

Traditional alpaca textiles
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Uros Islands, Lake Titicaca

BREATHTAKING
BOLIVIA
12 DAYS | PRIVATE JOURNEY
Brimming with variety, vitality and living history, Bolivia offers a unique experience in
Latin America, and this one-of-a-kind journey is rich with both indigenous and colonial
art and culture in the major centres, unexpected religious relics in the lowland country,
and quaint colonial architectural gems. Natural wonders are also in abundance,
from the glistening salt flats of Uyuni to the remote altiplano and the world’s highest
navigable lake.
JOURNEY HIGHLIGHTS
Explore Salar de Uyuni, the largest salt flat on
earth
Bask in the seclusion of your Sun Island eco
retreat on Lake Titicaca
Meander through local markets, including the
Witch’s Market in La Paz
Navigate through the sparkling white colonial
buildings of Sucre
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Day 1: Arrive Santa Cruz. Welcome to Santa
Cruz, a dynamic cosmopolitan city. Upon arrival,
meet your A&K representative and proceed
to your accommodation. Afterwards, explore
on your own, get your bearings and immerse
yourself in Bolivian culture. Camino Real Hotel
Day 2: Santa Cruz. Spend your morning
exploring the city with your private guide,
beginning with a visit to the bustling Plaza 24
de Septiembre main square and El Abasto
indigenous market. See where up scale
restaurants sit alongside local street vendors,

and colonial architecture blends with native art.
Immerse yourself in the fascinating local art and
handicrafts of Arte Campo, which provides an
outlet for the work of a thousand rural cruceña
women and their families. Camino Real Hotel | B
Days 3-4: Sucre. Fly to Sucre, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site, and Bolivia’s constitutional
capital. Navigate your way through sparkling white
colonial buildings in the city centre enjoying the
cultural hotspots, and spend a day uncovering
nearby Potolo. Located between beautiful
coloured mountains and surrounded by a river, it is
famous for its handcrafted textile production. Every
Sunday, the nearby indigenous town of Tarabuco
comes to life as villagers come from far and wide
to buy and sell wares at the myriad stalls lining the
streets. Parador Santa Maria La Real | B/BL
Days 5-6: Uyuni. Travel overland to colonial
Potosí, home to Rich Mountain. See how silver
mining still drives the local economy when you
visit a working mine. Then, continue overland to
Uyuni where your hotel is built almost entirely
out of salt. Lose yourself on the largest salt
flat on Earth and discover Bolivia at its most
barren and uninhabitable. Gaze at the snowcapped Andes on the horizon with lunch at Isla
Incawasi where the remains of an ancient coral
reef are now covered by 1,200-year-old cacti
and fossils. Luna Salada Hotel | BLD

Pink flamingos, Laguna Colorada

Days 7-8: La Paz. Fly northwards to the high
altitude administrative capital. Step back in
time and unearth mystic remedies and charms
in the Witches’ Market. Visit the Museo de
Coca, the maze of canyons and giant spires
in Moon Valley, before a cable car ride to
breathe in views of majestic Mount Illimani.
Dine at celebrated Gustu for trailblazing ultralocal, seasonal cuisine. Enjoy a morning spent
exploring La Paz, including venturing to a high
plateau above the city to witness the brightly
coloured ostentatious cholets (mansions) of
architect Freddy Mamani, before seeking out
treasures in the frenetic Andean markets. Later,
wander amongst the city’s theatrical street life
at leisure or simply recline in the sanctuary of
your hotel. Casa Grande Hotel | BD/B
Days 9-10: Lake Titicaca. Journey to
Copacabana for the hydrofoil trip on Lake
Titicaca. Visit the shrine of the Virgin Mary
there before cruising to Sun Island and
your rustic eco-lodge. Explore the island’s

Lake Titicaca

highlights, like the sacred Puma Rock, or soak
up the surrounding scenery and the majesty
of the Andes. Posada del Inca Eco Lodge or
similar | BLD
Day 11: La Paz. Descend the Inca Steps to
taste the water of the sacred fountain, before
lunch and lake views at Uma Kollu with its
picturesque handicraft market. Visit the temple
of nearby Moon Island and return to La Paz via
Copacabana. Casa Grande Hotel | BL
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Day 12: Depart La Paz. Transfer to the airport
for your onward journey. B

PRICE
From $7,545 per person twin share.
Solo traveller from $11,925.
Our complete range of ready-to-travel
private journeys can be viewed on our
website and all can be personalised to your
individual requirements.

San Felipe Neri Monastery rooftop, Sucre

Salar de Uyuni
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The Belmond Andean Explorer, Peru

Aria Amazon, Peru
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MORE

PERU

Extend your journey, and deepen your
appreciation of the region.
RAIL JOURNEYS, PERU
Explore the Andes on South America’s first
luxury sleeper train, Belmond Andean Explorer.
One of the highest rail journeys on earth
exploring ancient kingdoms, natural wonders
and rural communities. From Cusco, the high
Andean altiplano, Lake Titicaca and Arequipa,
there are four routes to choose from, each of
one or two nights’ duration.

Kuelap mountaintop fortress, Northern Peru

AMAZON CRUISING, PERU
The mighty Amazon region of Peru is an
unmissable wilderness experience best enjoyed
on board a river cruise. Custom built Aria
Amazon offers an extraordinary level of comfort
for its 32 guests, with generous dining and
lounge areas, and all suites featuring floor to
ceiling windows. Alternatively, Delfin Amazon
Cruises, the first Relais & Châteaux cruise line in
the world, operates three vessels offering just the
right amount of elegance and comfort. All vessels
include guided wildlife encounters and village
visits on cruises ranging from four to eight days.
AREQUIPA & COLCA CANYON, PERU
Explore the condors, canyons and contours
of history in beautiful Arequipa and Colca,
Southern Peru. Famed for its magnificent
colonial architecture and the snow-capped
volcanoes that surround it, Arequipa is a stylish
city, and its historic centre a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. Beyond lies vast Colca Canyon
— thought to be the deepest on Earth. Though
the temptation is always to gaze down into the
canyon, look up to where endangered condors
can often be seen floating on thermals.

Nazca Lines, Peru

NORTHERN PERU
Uncover the mysteries of the Chachapoyas,
the Cloud Warriors who lived in the northern
Andes some 800 years before the Incas.
Dubbed the Machu Picchu of the North,
Kuelap is the largest ancient stone structure
in South America. Zig-zag amongst the
treasure-trove of ruins, enjoy the quietude of
this little-visited place and marvel at hundreds
of mummies in Leymebamba.

Arequipa, Peru

PARACAS PENINSULA & THE NAZCA
LINES, PERU
Venture to where the desert meets the ocean,
where spectacular rock formations have been
carved by the elements, and where there’s
a marine life spectacle at every turn. Take
the short journey to the Nazca Lines, where
you can soar over this enduring enigma of
animals, geometric figures and birds engraved
in the desert.

Colca Canyon, Peru
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Marine iguanas, Galapagos Islands
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ECUADOR,
THE GALAPAGOS
& COLOMBIA
Embark on an epic journey of discovery, retracing the explorations
of Darwin and the conquistadores to reveal vibrant local traditions,
charming colonial ports and a staggering array of wildlife.

COSTA RICA

Tayrona N.P.

Santa Maria
Cartagena

Medellín
Villa De Leyva
Pereira

Bogotá

COLOMBIA
Otavalo

ECUADOR

Quito
Cotopaxi N.P.
Guayaquil
Cuenca

GALAPAGOS
ISLANDS

SOUTH ATLANTIC
OCEAN

Ecuador and the Galapagos Islands will not
fail to impress even the most well travelled
individual. With so much variety, there is huge
scope for breathtaking tailor-made holidays
to Ecuador and Galapagos cruises. Natural
wonders range from the world’s deepest and
densest rainforest in the east, across mountain
landscapes patchworked into tiny fields by
indigenous Indians, over the world’s secondhighest volcano and Pacific waters to Darwin’s
‘Natural Laboratory’ of the Galapagos.

PERU

BRAZIL

Palm-fringed beaches backed by lush jungle,
contrasting landscapes, colourful cities and, of
course, the coffee — Colombia is still a largely
undiscovered country waiting to be explored.
Its newfound economic stability and wealth
of attractions make it an exciting place to visit.
Boutique hotels are popping up across the
major centres, there’s an exciting food scene
and it is home to some of the most welcoming
people on the continent.

DISCOVER LATIN AMERICA ON A JOURNEY MADE JUST FOR YOU
The following suggested journeys, recommended places to visit and extraordinary
experiences are just a taste of what you can see and do across this region. Please visit
www.abercrombiekent.com.au to find more inspiration for your next unforgettable journey,
or contact our Travel Specialists who will work with you to create a memorable bespoke journey.
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Cuenca, Ecuador

SEE

Some of the region’s foremost
sights and locations.
CUENCA, ECUADOR
At an elevation of 2,500 metres, Cuenca was
one of the first cities of the Inca Empire and was
designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site
for its colonial architecture and historic riches.
Nearby Ingapirca, is the site of Ecuador’s most
important Inca ruins.
COTOPAXI NATIONAL PARK, ECUADOR
Cotopaxi, or the ‘Avenue of Volcanoes’, is an
immense protected area dominated by the
active Cotopaxi volcano. Against a backdrop of
one of the world’s tallest active volcanoes, you
will find Andean wolf, puma, bear and condor.

Cotopaxi National Park, Ecuador
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MASHPI RESERVE, ECUADOR
The Mashpi Biodiversity Reserve in Ecuador is a
part of one of the greatest biodiversity ‘hot spots’
on earth. The reserve is home to a profusion of
plants and animals, including over 500 species
of birds, orchids and bromeliads, amphibians
(including glass frogs), and larger mammals such
as monkeys and even puma.

ECUADOR, THE GAL APAGOS & COLOMBIA

Bogotá, Colombia

Cartagena, Colombia

BOGOTÁ, COLOMBIA
Founded in 1538, the Colombian capital
sprawls across a vast plateau sheltered by the
eastern range of the Andes Mountains. This
rapidly emerging destination welcomes guests
with its historic colonial architecture, thriving
nightlife and superb al fresco dining scene.
COFFEE COUNTRY, COLOMBIA
Surrounded by the towering Andes, this
UNESCO World Heritage Site’s rich, volcanic
soils and moderate climate make it Colombia’s
best-known coffee producing region. Home to

Coffee Country, Colombia

the lush Cocora Valley and the Quindian wax
palm, exotic wildlife and a balmy climate, it is one
of Colombia’s most sought-after destinations.
CARTAGENA, COLOMBIA
Cartagena’s period architecture, pastel colours,
horse-drawn carriages and narrow, cobbled
streets exude colonial charm. This Caribbean
jewel was the first Spanish colony on the South
American mainland and one of the main ports
of the Spanish fleet. Today, the city draws artists,
musicians and travellers in search of a muse.

Hummingbird, Mashpi Reserve, Ecuador

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
Located approximately 960 kilometres off the
coast of Ecuador, this island paradise captivated
Charles Darwin in 1835, inspiring his Theory
of Evolution. Thankfully, not much has changed
on the islands since then. They remain home to
an incredible diversity of flora and fauna found
nowhere else on the planet.

Galapagos Islands
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Otavalo, Ecuador
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DO

Exceptional activities, many featuring
insider access opportunities.
EXPLORE HACIENDAS & THEIR
GARDENS, ECUADOR
Stroll through a beautiful rose garden at one of
the many charming haciendas still found in the
Otavalo area, learning the history of restored
ranch buildings on site and enjoying a freshly
prepared lunch in a gracious, relaxing setting.
VISIT AN ARTIST’S STUDIO, ECUADOR
Join Juan Pablo Toral, a young and talented
artist for a unique painting class. Visit his studio,
a 100-year old house overlooking a river in a
traditional neighbourhood of Guayaquil. He
has been painting for over 16 years, and sees
painting as a way to express his urban spirit and
showcase his hometown.

Bartolomé Island, Galapagos

Artist Experience, Ecuador

Rum Immersion, Colombia

Hammerhead sharks, Darwin Island, Galapagos

HIKE TO BARTOLOMÉ’S SUMMIT,
GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
Follow your naturalist guide who points out the
Galápagos wildlife, describes the remarkable
volcanic terrain — including massive lava tubes
— and leads you to the summit of Bartolomé
Island. Take in the view in the afternoon light over
Santiago Island and the crystal blue waters of
the Pacific.
DIVE WITH HAMMERHEAD SHARKS,
GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
Dive into the bio-diverse waters off the shores
of the Galapagos Islands. Accompanied by
your expert dive master, you may encounter a
curious hammerhead shark.

Coffee Country, Colombia

RUM IMMERSION, COLOMBIA
Meet Habib Rabbat, a well-known sommelier
and former Ambassador of Chivas Brothers,
in his home, for a unique tasting of Colombia’s
favourite spirit. Learn all about the country’s
award-winning rums, the many different
blends, and understand the relation between
the rum’s ageing and its aroma and taste.

DISCOVER COLOMBIA’S COFFEE
COUNTRY
Join your guide for an introduction to the
production process from bean to brew at
a renowned coffee plantation. Located in
Colombia’s best-known coffee producing
region, and a UNESCO World Heritage Site,
enjoy the chance to savour the different aromas
and flavours at a curated Coffee Baptism.
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Casa Gangotena, Quito, Ecuador

STAY

Our preferred accommodation choices
hand-picked for you.
CASA GANGOTENA, QUITO, ECUADOR
Located in the heart of Old Quito, Casa
Gangotena is a delightful boutique hotel
overlooking the Plaza San Francisco. A
restored historic mansion, its beautifully
appointed rooms feature antiques, fine
furnishings and modern amenities, and
there are comfortable public spaces to relax
and unwind in. The restaurant celebrates
Ecuadorian cuisine blending traditional and
modern styles and flavours.
HACIENDA ZULETA, OTAVALO,
ECUADOR
Dating from the 17th century, Hacienda Zuleta
is a colonial working farm surrounded by
the spectacular Ecuadorian Andes. Relax in
beautifully decorated rooms with antiques,
historical family portraits, open fireplaces and
views of the gardens or mountains. Homecooked regional cuisine is offered daily using
the farm’s own vegetables and dairy products.
MASHPI LODGE, MASHPI RESERVE,
ECUADOR
Surrounded by the Ecuadorian Choco
rainforest, Mashpi Lodge is a boutique
property for lovers of nature, a cocoon of
luxury in the clouds where a contemporary
and modern design combines with friendly
and informed staff. Discover a diverse menu of
Ecuadorian cuisine that changes nightly. And
sip cocktails in the well-stocked bar and recall
the day’s escapades.
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Hacienda Zuleta, Otavalo, Ecuador

Mashpi Lodge, Mashpi Reserve, Ecuador

ECUADOR, THE GAL APAGOS & COLOMBIA
PIKAIA LODGE, GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
The only Small Luxury Hotel of the World in the
Galapagos Islands, Pikaia Lodge is built on the
edge of an extinct volcano in the forested hills
of Santa Cruz within a 31-hectare private giant
tortoise reserve. The contemporary rooms
and suites all feature panoramic floor-toceiling windows, private shaded terraces and
balconies. Local staff are friendly and the food
is fresh and delicious.
FOUR SEASONS CASA MEDINA,
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA
Originally built in 1945, this hotel is located in a
converted mansion boasting impressive stone
columns, a brick façade and colonial beamed
ceilings. The rooms and suites are delightfully
decorated in a classical style, whilst amenities
include a choice of restaurants and tapas bars,
a lush atrium courtyard, fitness centre and spa.
HOTEL BOUTIQUE SAZAGUA,
COFFEE COUNTRY, COLOMBIA
Hacienda Sazagua is a boutique hotel set
amidst beautiful tropical gardens in the heart
of Coffee Country. Interiors are reminiscent of
the old coffee estates with wide corridors, tiled
floors and earthy colours. Its eclectic décor,
with furniture from different periods and from
all around the world, plus a unique collection
of art, creates a captivating atmosphere. Other
facilities include a swimming pool, spa, sauna
and jacuzzi.

Pikaia Lodge, Santa Cruz, Galapagos Islands

Four Seasons Casa Medina, Bogota, Colombia

Hotel Boutique Sazagua, Coffee Country, Colombia
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ECUADOR ADVENTURE
12 DAYS | PRIVATE JOURNEY
Discover a treasure trove of natural and cultural wonders in Ecuador, on South America’s
Pacific coast. Immerse yourself in its soaring capital and stroll through the cobblestone
plazas. Wander through nature’s playground in the rainforest at Mashpi. Stay awhile to
meet Andean villagers in markets and workshops, and delight in the traditional life of a
hacienda. There’s a whole world to explore in these Andean peaks.
JOURNEY HIGHLIGHTS
Wind down the Devil’s Nose on the world’s most
unique train ride
Discover nature’s playground in Mashpi
Rainforest Biodiversity Reserve
Marvel at the snow-covered peak of the
impressive Volcano Cotopaxi
Spend a day in the life of Quito, Ecuador’s
enchanting capital
Day 1: Arrive Quito. Touchdown in Quito and
transfer to your boutique accommodation in
the historic centre before a short private visit to
nearby Carmen Alto Cloister, which dates to the
17th century. Casa Gangotena
Day 2: Quito. Wander through the colonial
streets and cobblestone plazas of Ecuador’s
captivating capital. Linger in the San Francisco
Church, the bustling Independence Plaza
and La Compañía. Spend the afternoon at
leisure. Casa Gangotena | B

Days 3-4: Mashpi Reserve. Journey north
across the Equator to Mashpi Reserve, one
of the world’s most important biodiversity
hot spots, home to thousands of plants and
more than 500 bird species. The next two
days are spent at your luxury hideaway with a
variety of unique eco-adventures led by expert
naturalists and local community guides. Visit
Hummingbird Viewpoint, pedal over treetops
on a sky bike, climb the observation tower,
meander through forest trails, take a dip in
nearby waterfalls and venture out on guided
night walks. Mashpi Lodge | BLD
Days 5-6: Otavalo. Enjoy a final activity
before heading north into the dizzying heights
of the Andes to a 1,600-hectare family-run
hacienda, your home for the next two nights.
Take a hike on any of the self-guided paths
around your hacienda. Visit a wild condor
rehabilitation project on the estate or enjoy
exploring the hacienda’s organic garden and
cheese factory, with an opportunity to try your
hand at milking. Hacienda Zuleta | BLD

Days 7-8: Cotopaxi National Park. Depart
for Otavalo’s world-famous bustling market,
meet the locals and explore the stalls. Stroll the
mountain village of Peguche where local artisans
make musical instruments and weave textiles.
Sit down for lunch at Hacienda La Compañía
rose plantation. Travel south along the Avenue of
Volcanoes to Cotopaxi, Ecuador’s highest active
volcano at almost 6,000 metres, and your
historic hacienda. Walk to the beautiful Laguna
Limpiopungo, at the base of Volcán Rumiñahui,
home to local and migrating waterfowl. While
at leisure on the hacienda consider horse
riding, mountain biking and rose plantation
visits. Hacienda San Agustin del Callo | BLD
Day 9: Riobamba. Travel to the Andean crater
lake of Laguna Quilotoa. Explore the villages of
Tigua and Pujili and browse artisan crafts. Continue
to Riobamba, once the capital of Ecuador and now
a vibrant town brimming with colonial treasures.
Meander through the old town, enjoy religious art
in the Concepción Convent and visit the Natural
Science Museum. Hacienda La Andaluza | BLD

Plaza de San Francisco, Quito
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Days 10-11: Cuenca. Rise early for the iconic
rail journey from Alausí down the Devil’s Nose,
an incredible feat of engineering. Marvel at the
Inca ruins of Ingapirca and in Cuenca meander
along the cobblestone streets and through
the flowery plazas of this historic city to the
striking cathedral. Enjoy the quirky Homero
Ortega Panama Hat factory and the creative

Laguna Quilotoa, Cotopaxi National Park

Traditional textiles, Otavalo Market

Devil’s Nose train journey

Ecuadorian shrimp ceviche

villages of the Santa Ana Valley. Meet the
guitar-makers of San Bartolomé, jewellers of
Chordeleg and seek out gems in the Gualaceo
markets. Mansion Alcazar | BL
Day 12: Depart Guayaquil. Begin the day
exploring El Cajas National Park on Cuenca’s
doorstep before continuing to Guayaquil.
End your journey here or continue to the
Galapagos Islands. BL

PRICE
From $14,555 per person twin share.
Solo traveller from $25,885.
Our complete range of ready-to-travel
private journeys can be viewed on our
website and all can be personalised to your
COLOMBIA
individual requirements.

EQUATOR

MASHPI
RESERVE

2

QUITO
COTOPAXI N.P.

2

ECUADOR
OTAVALO

2
2
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1

RIOBAMBA

ALAUSI

START

1

2
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NIGHTS
ROAD
TRAIN

Mashpi Lodge, Mashpi Reserve
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Giant tortoise, San Cristobal Island

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
Take a front-row seat for nature’s dizzying showcase of evolutionary magic: the Galapagos Islands. Each of the islands of this remote
archipelago, located 1,000 kilometres off the coast of Ecuador, is a land of stark lava formations, cactus forests, lush green highlands
and turquoise bays — overflowing with wildlife at every turn. Discover the natural mecca where the wildlife that inspired Charles
Darwin’s Theory of Evolution still flies, waddles and crawls freely. Come face-to-face with species found nowhere else on Earth. Simply
choose your vessel or lodge with A&K, and let nature take care of the rest.

GENOVESA ISLAND

Equator 0º0’0”

SANTIAGO ISLAND
Tagus Cove
Punta Espinosa

BARTOLOMÉ ISLAND
NORTH SEYMOUR ISLAND

Urbina Bay
FERNANDINA ISLAND

BALTRA AIRPORT
RABIDA ISLAND
Puerto Ayora

Moreno Point

SOUTH PLAZA ISLAND
CHARLES DARWIN RESEARCH STATION

SANTA CRUZ ISLAND
SANTA FE ISLAND
ISABELA ISLAND

SAN CRISTOBAL
ISLAND
Puerto Baquerizo
Moreno

FLOREANA ISLAND

ESPAÑOLA ISLAND

Dolphin viewing by Zodiac
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Pitt Point

Suarez Point

Gardner Bay

Sea lions, Gardner Bay, Española Island

Blue-footed booby, North Seymour Island

MEET THE LOCALS
From the finches that inspired Darwin to the whales that return to the islands each
autumn, wildlife sets the Galápagos apart. Encounter each island’s unique species up
close with the help of naturalist guides.
SEA LION
The social sea lion hardly bats an eye at human
visitors. When not congregating on the beach,
they are swift, powerful swimmers. Want to
swim with a sea lion? January through March
is a great time of year for water clarity and
warmer temperatures. Or come in October for
a chance to snorkel with a sea lion pup.
SALLY LIGHTFOOT CRAB
This brilliant-hued crab is perhaps the islands’
most photogenic species. It occupies the rocky
coasts, feeding on algae, year round.
BLUE-FOOTED BOOBY
Given to foot-stamping mating displays that
make it a favourite of Galápagos visitors, the
endearing blue-footed booby may be found
mating and nesting year round, depending on
conditions.

GALAPAGOS PENGUIN
Both the rarest and the most northerly penguin
species, this island denizen arrived at the
Galápagos via the chilly Humboldt Current
from Antarctica. Penguins, and many other
Galapagos bird species, such as the red-footed
booby, start nesting in January.
GIANT TORTOISE
Overhunting and habitat loss nearly drove
these placid, stately reptiles to extinction.
Happily, conservation efforts are proving
successful and many subspecies’ populations
are on the increase. Visit in January when eggs
are laid. Come between March and May to
see its rare aquatic cousin, the green sea turtle,
nesting on the beaches.

Flightless cormorant, Fernandina Island

Galapagos penguin, Isabela Island

FLIGHTLESS CORMORANT
Over the eons since arriving by air in the
Galápagos, this living experiment from
‘Nature’s Laboratory’ evolved into the world’s
only flightless seabird besides the penguin. It
nests from May to October.
MARINE & LAND IGUANA
Called the ‘imp of darkness’ by Darwin, the
marine iguana is well adapted to the water, with
finlike tails and teeth designed to scrape algae
from rocks. Nesting begins in February. Its
terrestrial kin, the land iguana, prefers dining on
prickly pear cactus and has a mating schedule
that varies from island to island.

Sally Lightfoot crab and marine iguana, Santa Cruz Island
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Stunning Galapagos sunset

Land iguana, Fernandina Island
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HAND-PICKED CRUISE VESSELS
A&K presents a hand-picked selection of vessels for you to consider for your Galapagos Islands adventure. Cruise for between three and
14 nights to remote islands and discover extraordinary wildlife. Your tailor-made Galapagos cruise will take place onboard comfortable,
scientific expedition vessels with itineraries designed by naturalist guides ensuring a truly unforgettable Galapagos experience.

CAMILA
Enjoy luxury, privacy and comfort on this newly built, intimate trimaran
with excellent naturalist guides and shore excursions. Its ultra-deluxe
design features only eight spacious staterooms with en suite bathrooms
and private balconies. The only trimaran operating in the Galapagos, the
elegant Camila is designed for comfort, stability and efficient navigation.
A huge sundeck beckons complete with Jacuzzi, perfect for spotting
wildlife or reliving the day’s discoveries. Kayak, snorkel, swim, hike and
tour by panga while spotting sea lions, white-tipped reef sharks, rays,
frigatebirds, finches and so much more.

ENDEMIC
Launched in 2018, mega-catamaran Endemic is one of the newest
luxury yachts custom-designed for the Galapagos with three decks fully
dedicated to the safety and comfort of guests. Setting the standard for
vessels in her class, the yacht features eight elegant and spacious suites,
an open sky lounge with jacuzzi and sun terraces. A hand-picked crew
and experienced naturalist guides ensure an unforgettable adventure.
Panoramic suites with private balcony are spacious and have been
created by designers with shipboard experience for maximum comfort
and elegance.

LA PINTA
This is one of the finest expedition ships in the Galapagos with attentive
crew members and expedition leaders. From the wrap-around windows
to the observation deck, from the spacious cabins to the limit of 12 guests
per naturalist guide, every part of the 24-cabin vessel is designed for
maximum views of nature’s paradise. It is small and intimate yet offers
plenty of facilities. Spot rare species from the glass-bottomed boat and
sea kayaks. And relax in the Jacuzzi, on the sun deck or in the bars and
lounges.

SANTA CRUZ II
Offering more space, stability and a broader range of facilities, Santa Cruz
II strikes the perfect balance of yacht-like intimacy with the comforts of
larger vessels. The stylish 50-cabin vessel, maximum 90 guest capacity,
is filled with exceptional features, including two hot tubs, a gym, lounge
areas, al fresco dining and natural history library. Get up close to nature on
a glass-bottomed boat or kayak. Join small-group expeditions to isolated
shores brimming with wildlife, and share stories of your discoveries with
fellow travellers over drinks in the lounge bar.
130 0 851 8 0 0 | ABERCROMBIEKENT.COM . AU
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GALAPAGOS BY LAND
7 DAYS | PRIVATE JOURNEY
Welcome to boutique lodge, Pikaia, headquarters for discovering nature’s headline act:
the Galapagos Islands. Cruise between islands on a luxury yacht and meet the real-life
inspiration behind Darwin’s Theory of Evolution. Marvel at dramatic evidence of the
area’s volcanic provenance. And when you think you’ve seen everything on terra firma,
head beneath the waves for a whole new treasure trove.
JOURNEY HIGHLIGHTS
Get up close to Galapagos sea lions, turtles,
Darwin’s finches and more
Spy rare wildlife on the tip of an underwater
volcano, Bartolomé Island
Step back in time to the volcanic beginnings of
the Galapagos in Sullivan Bay
Explore Santa Cruz Island with an array of
adventures
Day 1: Arrive Guayaquil. Welcome to
Guayaquil, Ecuador’s main port, and your
boutique accommodation. Get your first taste

of the country with a hands-on chocolate
experience like no other. Hotel del Parque
Day 2: Galapagos Islands. Fly to Baltra in the
Galapagos archipelago with a VIP welcome by
your Guardian Angel before your private cruise to
Santa Cruz Island where a private vehicle whisks
you to your luxurious lodge. Pikaia Lodge | BLD
Days 3-6: Galapagos Islands. The next four
days are spent at Pikaia Lodge, built on the
edge of an extinct volcano in the forested hills
of Santa Cruz within a 31-hectare private giant
tortoise reserve. This is your base for discovery
of the Galapagos and its incredible wildlife.
Discover what inspired Charles Darwin’s

Great frigatebirds

Theory of Evolution on a variety of curated land
and water-based explorations. Get up close
to the extraordinary endemic wildlife. Cruise
on a luxury yacht, see unique vegetation and
hike to the tip of an underwater volcano. See
nesting sea turtles, observe giant tortoises at
the Charles Darwin Research Station, seek out
flamingos, iguanas and the abundant birdlife,

Galapagos giant tortoise, Santa Cruz Island
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Bartolomé Island

including Darwin’s finches — possibly the most
famous birds in the archipelago. There’s also
time to explore the town of Puerto Ayora.
Accompanied by your Guardian Angel, you will
be introduced to some of the first inhabitants
who settled here and learn what it is like to live
on the Galapagos. Pikaia Lodge | BLD
Day 7: Depart Guayaquil. Rise early this
morning for a final taste of the Galapagos,
before your private transfer to the airport with
your Guardian Angel for the return flight to
Guayaquil where the journey ends. B

PRICE

Luxury yacht ‘Pikaia I’

Island exploration

From $13,635 per person twin share.
Solo traveller from $19,895.
Our complete range of ready-to-travel
private journeys can be viewed on our
website and all can be personalised to your
individual requirements.
GALAPAGOS
ISLANDS
5

Equator

QUITO

ECUADOR
PACIFIC
OCEAN

1
GUAYAQUIL

START

1 NIGHTS
AIR

PERU

Pikaia Lodge
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Cartagena

COLOMBIA REVEALED
14 DAYS | PRIVATE JOURNEY
Journey through a nation of ecological, cultural and gastronomic treasures and you’ll agree
Colombia is Latin America’s best kept secret. From the cool European style of the capital to
the fertile coffee country and the unique landscapes studded with palm trees that touch the
clouds. Brightly-coloured villages, urban street art and show-stopping museums reinforce
the country’s rich artistic traditions.
JOURNEY HIGHLIGHTS
Navigate the extraordinary underground Salt
Cathedral
Gaze skywards in Valle de Cocora, home to the
world’s tallest palm tree
Venture to the heart of coffee country at
Hacienda San Alberto
Explore the cobbled streets of the preserved old
town of Cartagena
54

Day 1: Arrive Bogotá. Welcome to the
Colombian capital and transfer to your colonial
hotel within walking distance of the city’s
gourmet zone. Four Seasons Casa Medina
Days 2-3: Bogotá. During your stay, take an
immersive tour to learn about key moments in
Colombia’s history, culminating in the signing
of a Peace Agreement in 2016, its rebirth and
future. Visit key sites including Parque Nacional,
Plaza Bolivar, the Palacio de Justicia, and
Colombia’s National Museum. Enjoy lunch at

ECUADOR, THE GAL APAGOS & COLOMBIA

Salvo Patria, a restaurant with a native-food
rescue philosophy. Refuel at Café Wuasikamas,
where an indigenous community serves coffee
grown in the mountains of southern Colombia,
and sip another hot beverage at Chocolate
District. Visit the widely acclaimed Museo
Botero and the glittering Museo del Oro in the
old town. Head to a local home, and find your
rhythm at an evening class on the seductive art
of the salsa. Four Seasons Casa Medina | BL/B
Days 4-5: Villa de Leyva. Head north to
Zipaquirá, home to the underground salt
cathedral and continue to picturesque Villa de
Leyva. Explore this colonial jewel on a guided
walking tour, and learn the art of ceramics in
Ráquira before sampling the famous spicy
sausages of Sutamarchán. Casa Terra | B/BL
Days 6-8: Coffee Country. Return to
Bogotá, stopping en route to admire the 17th
century Convento del Santo Ecce Homo.
Fly to Pereira, gateway to Colombia’s coffee
country, and your hacienda. Spend two days
exploring this lush region. Learn about coffee

Hummingbird, Valle de Cocora

in all its stages with a tasting, and in Pijao,
make a home visit to meet the locals and
taste their beverages. Journey to the Valle de
Cocora, home to the world’s tallest palm tree,
the Quindian wax palm. Explore the cloud
forest on foot, before discovering the vibrant
traditional towns of Salento and Filandia. Hotel
Boutique Sazagua | B/BL/BL
Days 9-10: Medellín. Visit Finca Romelia,
home to over 6,000 orchids, and meet
the owners before travelling onwards to
Medellín, the ‘City of Eternal Spring’. Learn
about the city’s social transformation since
the death of Pablo Escobar, admire some of
the best street-art in the world and be part
of a community cooking class. Float over
the rooftops in a cable car for a different
perspective. Patio del Mundo | BL
Day 11: Cartagena. Journey by plane to
vibrant Cartagena, one of the most exquisite
colonial cities in Latin America. Enjoy an evening
cruise on Cartagena Bay before dinner at a
unique restaurant inside a prison — a model of
social reintegration. Casa San Agustin | BD

Collecting raw coffee beans, Coffee Country

Days 12-13: Cartagena. Start the day off
with a panoramic view of the city and port zone
from the Monasterio and Iglesia de La Popa
before exploring the hilltop San Felipe Fortress.
Continue on to the Old City to the Convent
and Church of San Pedro Claver. Visit the
handicrafts zone of Bovedas followed by lunch
at Club de Pesca, one of Cartagena’s most
traditional and famous restaurants. Afterwards,
discover the city’s colonial district, including
Bolivar Park, Santo Domingo Church and the
Inquisition Palace. Enjoy a day at leisure during
your stay. Casa San Agustin | BL/B
Day 14: Depart Cartagena. Transfer to the
airport for your onward journey. B

PRICE
From $11,145 per person twin share.
Solo traveller from $19,055.
Our complete range of ready-to-travel
private journeys can be viewed on our
website and all can be personalised to your
individual requirements.

Medellín

CARIBBEAN
SEA
3 CARTAGENA
MEDELLÍN

2

3

VENEZUELA

ZIPAQUIRÁ

2

3

VILLA DE LEYVA

BOGOTÁ

COFFEE COUNTRY
(PEREIRA)

COLOMBIA

START

1

NIGHTS
AIR
ROAD

ECUADOR

Social reintegration at Cartagena’s unique Interno

Bolivar Square and Cathedral, Bogotá
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Napo Wildlife Center, Ecuador

Luxury train journey, Ecuador
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MORE

ECUADOR, THE GAL APAGOS & COLOMBIA

Extend your journey, and deepen your
appreciation of the region.
AMAZON LODGE, ECUADOR
Step inside Ecuador’s Napo Wildlife Center,
a community eco-lodge located in the most
biodiverse spot on earth: Yasuni National Park.
Glide on a canoe and glimpse giant otters
and caimans on the riverbank. Climb high into
the trees and watch nature’s theatre come to
life before you, from jumping spider monkeys
and pygmy squirrels to a whimsy of rainbowcoloured birds.
AMAZON CRUISE, ECUADOR
Capture the wonders of the exotic jungle on a
cruise through the Ecuadorian Amazon. From
your boutique all-suite riverboat, Anakonda,
enter a world that’s surreal and breathtaking in
equal measure. Soak up the ever-changing view
of untamed landscapes and exotic creatures
from floor to ceiling windows. Appreciate what
distinguishes an Amazon cruise from any other.

Barú Island, Colombia

RAIL JOURNEY, ECUADOR
Experience the wonders of Ecuador by rail
aboard Tren Ecuador. Traversing a number of
routes across the country, explore Andean and
coastal landscapes, snowcapped volcanoes,
and the rich cultures that flourish within the
region for a truly memorable adventure.
PROVIDENCIA, COLOMBIA
You may come to Providencia for some of
the world’s most pristine beaches and bestpreserved coral reefs, but you’ll stay for its truly
Caribbean island way of life. This tiny South
American corner of the Caribbean is unknown
to much of the travel world — and it shows.

Providencia, Colombia

Mompox, Colombia

BARÚ ISLAND, COLOMBIA
Disappear into a tranquil haven of islands
just off the coast of Colombia. This is the
Caribbean, but not as you know it. Explore the
colourful archipelago of coral islands, seek out
hidden powdery white beaches and swim and
snorkel in brilliant blue waters.
MOMPOX, COLOMBIA
Step back in time in Mompox, a tranquil
riverside town so steeped in history and
tradition it’s a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. Spend time watching artisans in their
workshops, and discover the inspiration
behind the writing of Gabriel García Márquez.
Once seduced by Mompox’s charm, you’ll be
reluctant to leave.

Anakonda Amazon, Ecuador
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Breathtaking landscape, Patagonia
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BRAZIL, ARGENTINA
& CHILE
Whether diving into a full-bodied Argentine malbec, exploring
a vast Patagonian fjord or joining in the riotous joy of a Brazilian
Carnival street party, this bold region inspires guests to go big.
ECUADOR

Manaus

BRAZIL

PERU

Pantanal

Brasilia

BOLIVIA
Atacama
SOUTH ATLANTIC
OCEAN

São Paulo
Iguazú Falls

Rio de
Janeiro
Paraty

ARGENTINA
Mendoza

EASTER
ISLAND

Salvador
de Bahia

Santiago

CHILE

Bariloche

Chiloé

Torres del Paine

PATAGONIA

URUGUAY

Buenos
Aires

Montevideo

SOUTH ATLANTIC
OCEAN

Los Glaciares
National Park
El Calafate
Ushuaia

Few countries boast the colour and culture of
Brazil. Lush vegetation, vibrant celebrations,
spectacular Iguazú Falls and exotic wildlife are
just a few of the highlights you’ll enjoy as you
travel Brazil’s diverse landscapes.
Home to sultry tango, gauchos, and the finest
malbec wines, Argentina is known the world
over as a Latin American destination with
vibrant spirit and broad appeal. Whether you’re
navigating narrow laneways in Buenos Aires’
historic Recoleta district or photographing

rugged rural scenes, excitement is always just
around the corner.
From the moment you set foot on Chilean
soil, you’ll travel from the ordinary into the
extraordinary. With outstanding natural
wonders, a hospitality that is second-to-none
and a landscape best described as surreal, it’s
no wonder Chile is celebrated as one of South
America’s crown jewels, truly a destination for
every traveller.

DISCOVER LATIN AMERICA ON A JOURNEY MADE JUST FOR YOU
The following suggested journeys, recommended places to visit and extraordinary
experiences are just a taste of what you can see and do across this region. Please visit
www.abercrombiekent.com.au to find more inspiration for your next unforgettable journey,
or contact our Travel Specialists who will work with you to create a memorable bespoke journey.
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Iguazú Falls, Brazil

SEE

Some of the region’s foremost sights
and locations.
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL
Tropical landscapes, endless beaches and
samba dancing until dawn ensure Rio de
Janeiro is Brazil’s ultimate party town. From
Carnival to Corcovado, vibrant colours and
breathtaking vistas showcase Rio at its best,
with Christ the Redeemer its crowning jewel.

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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IGUAZÚ FALLS, BRAZIL & ARGENTINA
Taller than Niagara Falls and twice as wide,
Iguazú Falls straddles the border between
Brazil and Argentina. Its 275 cascades
tumble over a three-kilometre-wide cleft of
rock, beckoning visitors to stand beside its
roaring cataracts and feel its thunderous
might. Discover its power up close, then
encounter a rainforest teeming with colourful
flora and fauna.

BRAZIL, ARGENTINA & CHILE
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA
See the elegant blend of architecture in the
vibrant capital city where the best museums,
art galleries and designer boutiques sit beside
artists’ quarters and artisan coffee shops. Catch
a thrilling nightly tango show in one of the city’s
renowned clubs.
THE NORTHWEST, ARGENTINA
Head to the far northwest corner of the
country to discover the hidden gem of Salta.
Explore its colonial city and deep desert
valleys. Trek to see the inactive Socompa,
Llullaillaco and Tridente volcanoes and
admire the flora and fauna. A photographer’s
dream.

PATAGONIA, ARGENTINA & CHILE
Covering most of southern South America,
Patagonia is dominated by the towering peaks
of the Andes from Chile in the west to the vast
pampas of Argentina. Home to freshwater
lakes, vast icefields and glaciers, explore the
diverse, rugged landscape and see an array of
wildlife.

ATACAMA DESERT, CHILE
Located at 2,400 metres above sea level, the
Atacama region is home to a huge range of
rare sights, from dramatic geysers which shoot
high into the air to salt lakes stretched out along
the plains soaking up the sun. It’s also home to
many unique and fascinating cultures.

SANTIAGO, CHILE
The Chilean capital of Santiago sits in a dry
valley flanked by the snow-capped Andes. This
exuberant city thrives and bustles amongst
an eclectic mix of historic architecture, a
burgeoning arts scene, museums, sidewalk
cafés and award-winning restaurants.

Atacama, Chile

La Boca, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Extraordinary landscapes, Northern Argentina

Torres del Paine, Patagonia, Chile
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Helicopter flight over Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

DO

Exceptional activities, many featuring
insider access opportunities.
RIO OR IGUAZÚ FALLS BY
HELICOPTER, BRAZIL
Get a bird’s-eye view of Rio de Janeiro,
including Sugarloaf Mountain, Christ
the Redeemer, and its golden beaches.
Alternatively, a flight over Iguazú Falls reveals
the surrounding tropical forest and the
immense river that meanders through it.

Tango lesson, Argentina
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Carnival, Brazil

CARNIVAL EXPERIENCE, BRAZIL
Set out on a behind-the-scenes journey
exploring the artistry of Carnival. Witness the
construction and production process of the
colourful floats and costumes.

BRAZIL, ARGENTINA & CHILE
HIKE ON AN ANCIENT GLACIER,
ARGENTINA
Experience an incredible up-close encounter
at Perito Moreno Glacier — trekking directly on
the glacier itself. Using crampons, this guided
exploration is an experience you’ll never forget.
LEARN TO TANGO, ARGENTINA
Enjoy a private dance lesson with Rojo Tango’s
world-renowned performers, learning steps to
take your skills to the next level and sizzle on
the dance floor.
MOON VALLEY GLAMPING,
ATACAMA, CHILE
For solitude and seclusion, look no further than
A&K’s exclusive camp in the Atacama Desert.
This is an intimate overnight experience for
no more than six guests at a time. Hike in
for sundowners, dinner by the campfire and
stargazing in some of the clearest skies on
Earth, before a dreamy sleep under canvas.
Perito Moreno Glacier hike, Argentina

TASTE THE WINES OF CASABLANCA,
CHILE
Cap off your excursion to Santiago with
a visit to one of Chile’s world-acclaimed,
family-owned wineries. Stroll the vineyards
and sample a flight of the cellar’s best, sharing
tasting notes with a local sommelier.
DINE WITH A CHEF, CHILE
For an enriching culinary experience in Chile,
you are invited into the home of a local cook
and art lover. Enter her kitchen and share
culinary delights based on local, seasonal
products, paired with excellent Chilean wines.

Glamping in the Atacama Desert, Chile

Casas Del Bosque, Chile

Chef’s dinner, Santiago, Chile
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STAY

Our preferred accommodation choices
hand-picked for you.
BELMOND HOTEL DAS CATARATAS,
IGUAZÚ FALLS, BRAZIL
Surrounded by 700,000 acres of national park,
Belmond Hotel Das Cataratas is one of the most
inspiring hotels in Latin America. A meticulously
restored Portuguese-colonial residence, the
hotel oozes classic, colonial charm. Sip a cocktail
by the pool, or dine in one of two restaurants and
enjoy delicious Brazilian cuisine while drinking in
the breathtaking falls views.
HOTEL EMILIANO, RIO DE JANEIRO,
BRAZIL
A new level of sophistication has reached Rio
with the arrival of this boutique beauty. Located
beside the golden sands of Copacabana, these
designer digs blend contemporary comforts
with 1950s glam and an eye-catching façade
which draws guests in to a stylish interior where
natural woods, woven rugs and touches of
gold and marble set the scene. On-call butler,
personalised Havaianas and a rooftop pool
add to the experience.
ANAVILHANAS JUNGLE LODGE,
AMAZON, BRAZIL
Built on suspended wooden structures,
Anavilhanas Jungle Lodge is an artfully-designed
property nestled within a vast stretch of
untouched jungle. Its air-conditioned cottages
and bungalows all have private verandas with
hammocks, offering stunning surrounding views
over the forest. The swimming pool also provides
a lovely place to soak up the jungle ambience.

Belmond Hotel Das Cataratas, Iguazú Falls, Brazil

LEGADO MITICO, BUENOS AIRES,
ARGENTINA
This refurbished townhouse is a tranquil
hideaway with décor midway between museum
and private mansion. Beautifully decorated,
Legado Mitico’s eleven tastefully themed rooms
honour iconic figures from Argentina’s cultural
history. It is located in the fashionable Palermo
Viejo district, with many restaurant options
available in the surrounding streets.

Alto Atacama, Chile
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EOLO, EL CALAFATE, ARGENTINA
Built on land where the first immigrants of the
area set foot, EOLO embodies the spirit of
Patagonia. All of its spaces have outside views,
and rooms designed with pastel colours and
antique furniture envelop guests in the style
of a typical southern Argentinian estancia.
Excursions include horse riding, mountain
biking, hiking and bird watching.
ALTO ATACAMA, CHILE
Set in the most impressive location amongst
the salt mountains of the Atacama Desert in
northern Chile, Alto Atacama’s design was
influenced by local village architecture. Its
rustic yet modern interior design and even a
stable of friendly llamas make this property the
most authentic luxury option in the region with
warm, friendly service and gourmet cuisine.
TIERRA CHILOÉ, CHILE
Perched on the edge of the Rilán peninsula,
Tierra Chiloé sits on a hill at the edge of the
ocean. This low-slung boutique hideaway
reflects the traditional architecture of Chiloé
and is designed so that each of the guest
rooms, as well as the common areas, makes the
most of the spectacular sea views. Wonderful
meals utilise fresh local produce and vegetables
from the kitchen garden.

BRAZIL, ARGENTINA & CHILE
AWASI PATAGONIA, CHILE
Awasi Patagonia has an enviable location in
a private reserve neighbouring the Torres del
Paine National Park. Experience total seclusion
and tranquillity, with stand-alone villas featuring
oversized windows ensuring magnificent views
of the forest below, complete with outdoor hot
tub. As a member of Relais & Châteaux, the
cuisine on offer here is sure to delight even the
most avid foodie. Discover pristine forests and
plains where it is possible to view foxes, condors
and the occasional puma.

Tierra Chiloé, Chile

THE SINGULAR PATAGONIA, CHILE
A former cold-storage warehouse from 1915,
The Singular Patagonia has been carefully
renovated to combine luxury minimalism and
original period features such as high ceilings
and touches of exposed concrete, brickwork
and timber fixtures. The open plan kitchen
restaurant serves traditional Chilean fare using
the finest ingredients.
VENTUS AUSTRALIS, PATAGONIA
Built in 2018, Ventus Australis is an expedition
vessel designed to navigate the glacial
channels and fjords of southern Chile.
Featuring the latest safety and environmental
technology, spacious cabins with large
windows, gourmet dining, an open deck and
several lounges. Discover the legendary
maritime channels and untouched wilderness
in Tierra del Fuego: shore excursions are
carried out in Zodiac boats that can easily
navigate remote bays and shallow water, and
on foot to experience up-close encounters
with huge glaciers, subpolar forests,
Magellanic penguins and elephant seals.

Anavilhanas Jungle Lodge, Amazon, Brazil

EOLO, El Calafate, Argentina

Awasi Patagonia, Chile

Ventus Australis
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Pelourinho, Salvador

FLAVOURS &
RHYTHMS OF BRAZIL
9 DAYS | PRIVATE JOURNEY
Welcome to Brazil, a vast nation overflowing with vibrant cultures, unstoppable
rhythms and infectious energy. Discover a city where music and dance are as vital to
life as air and water. Seek out the country’s pulsing epicentre of Afro-Brazilian culture.
Contemplate the architectural marvel that is Brasilia. And let endless thunderous
waterfalls take your breath away.
JOURNEY HIGHLIGHTS
Drink in Rio’s magical twilight on the summit of
Sugarloaf Mountain
Witness an explosion of dance in the epicentre of
Afro-Brazilian culture, Salvador
Stand amongst the thundering cauldron of 275
waterfalls at Iguazú Falls
Participate in a cooking demonstration, learning
how to make Bahia’s best-known dish, moqueca
66

BRAZIL, ARGENTINA & CHILE

Day 1: Arrive Rio de Janeiro. Touchdown
in Rio and transfer to your luxury beachfront
hotel. Relax or head out to explore this fabulous
city. Belmond Copacabana Palace
Days 2-3: Rio de Janeiro. Witness
Corcovado’s Christ the Redeemer up close,
soaking up the views of the city below.
Drive by the Maracanã stadium and famous
Sambadrome, home to the annual Carnival
parade. Step backstage into the captivating
world of Rio’s Carnival, witnessing the artistry

and creation of its elaborate costumes and
imaginative floats. Take the cable car to the
summit of Sugarloaf for the best sunset views
in the city and sundowners. In your own
time, explore more: navigate the streets of
Copacabana, Ipanema and Leblon by bike; visit
the Botanical Gardens; or head to bohemian
Santa Teresa for a taste of old Rio. Belmond
Copacabana Palace | B
Days 4-5: Iguazú Falls. Fly to Foz do Iguaçu
on the Brazilian side of the mighty Iguazú Falls
and transfer to your hotel located within the
national park just a short stroll from the falls.
Admire the thundering cataracts from the
Brazilian side, see the falls from the Argentine
side with a train ride to the Garganta del
Diablo and a boat trip upriver. Get exclusive
after hours access to this magnificent
wonder from your hotel. Belmond Hotel Das
Cataratas | B/BL
Day 6: Salvador de Bahia. Head to the
renowned Iguassu Bird Park for a behindthe-scenes experience before your flight to
Salvador de Bahia, the country’s Afro-Brazilian
jewel. Transfer to the historic centre where you
can unwind in your boutique accommodation.

Colourful favela, Rio de Janeiro

Spend the evening at the intimate Miguel
Santana Theatre with a high-energy dance
performance and capoeira demonstration.
La Villa Bahia | B
Days 7–8: Salvador de Bahia. Spend the
next two days peeling back the layers of
this Brazilian enigma, starting with a ramble
through Pelourinho on a walking tour. This
UNESCO World Heritage Site is the largest
complex of colonial architecture in South
America. Explore the waterfront Lower City,
savour the African-inspired street food and
taste cachaça, the Brazilian sugar cane liquor.
Wander the labyrinth of passageways at São
Joaquim market, the largest market in Salvador.
Look out for the key ingredients of Bahia’s bestknown dish, moqueca. Then head to a local
eatery and discover how to prepare it. Later,
find your rhythm in an intriguing percussion
demonstration and workshop. Pick up the
cuica or berimbau drums and follow the local
percussionist through a cacophony of beats
and techniques. La Villa Bahia | BL

Day 9: Depart Salvador de Bahia. Take a
final stroll around this enchanting destination
before your private transfer to the airport. B

Drums of Brazil

PRICE
From $8,895 per person twin share.
Solo traveller from $14,825.
Our complete range of ready-to-travel
private journeys
can be viewed on our
R.
A M A ZON
website and all can be personalised to your
individual requirements.

SALVADOR
DE BAHIA

BRAZIL

3

BOLIVIA

PARAGUAY
IGUAZÚ
FALLS

ARGENTINA
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3

RIO DE
JANEIRO

START

1 NIGHTS
AIR

Belmond Copacabana Palace, Rio de Janeiro

Iguazú Falls
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TREASURES OF
ARGENTINA
15 DAYS | PRIVATE JOURNEY
Discover a wonderful world of contrasts in Argentina. From laidback estancias in the
rural heartland to the sensuous vibe of Buenos Aires; the roaring spectacle of Iguazú
Falls to the winemaking prowess of Mendoza and the rainbow lunar landscape of
northwest Argentina. Sample mouth-watering cuisine and wines that make each region
unique, and even learn how to create your own delicacies. Wild, raw and always
surprising: this is the true Argentina.
JOURNEY HIGHLIGHTS
Be swept away by live music, sensuous tango
and world-class wine in Buenos Aires
Uncover barrel room secrets to blend your own
wine in Mendoza
Venture into the roaring Garganta del Diablo
canyon in Iguazú Falls
Learn the secrets of Argentine cuisine in a
hands-on cooking class
Experience the true essence of Argentinian life at
a typical estancia
Day 1: Arrive Buenos Aires. Welcome
to the Paris of the South and your boutique
accommodation in the heart of fashionable
Palermo Soho. Legado Mitico Buenos Aires
Day 2: Buenos Aires. Discover the many sides
to this passion-filled city on your privately guided
excursion. Seek out the tomb of Argentina’s first
lady, Eva Peron, see world-famous street art, and
step backstage at the opulent Teatro Colon opera
house. Tonight promises an evening filled with
sensuous tango, live music and world-class cuisine

at Rojo Tango inside the Philippe Starck-designed
Hotel Faena. Legado Mitico Buenos Aires | BD
Days 3-5: Iguazú Falls. Fly to Puerto Iguazú
and transfer to your hotel in the heart of the
Iguazú National Park in Argentina. Explore the
Argentine side of the falls boarding the train to
the roaring Devil’s Gorge and a motorboat ride
through rapids into the canyon itself. Venture to
the Brazilian side of the falls. Take a helicopter
flight (additional charge) over the national park
for an unrivalled view of the waterfalls, Três
Fronteiras (the meeting point of Argentina,
Brazil and Paraguay) and the Itaipú Dam. Dine
at acclaimed The Argentine Experience during
your stay. Meliá Iguazú | B/BD/B
Days 6-7: Cordoba. Fly to Cordoba,
Argentina’s second largest city. Uncover the
city’s gems before your transfer to your estancia,
a 6,000-acre working cattle farm perched
atop the Sierras Chicas. Immerse yourself in
rural life at the estancia with your choice of
activity. Ride horses “gaucho style”, take a guided
hike to hidden waterfalls, work alongside the
gauchos or learn to play the sport of kings —
polo. Estancia los Potreros | BD/BLD

Days 8-10: Mendoza. Begin with a flight
to Mendoza in the heart of Argentina’s wine
country and journey to your luxury winery
accommodation at the foothills of the Andes
Mountains. Sample the region’s acclaimed
olive oils, before joining a sommelier to taste
some of the region’s best wines followed by
a traditional Argentine asado (barbecue).
Create your own signature blend alongside
an acclaimed winemaker and step into a
winery kitchen to learn the art of Argentine
cuisine in a private cooking class. Casa de
Uco Resort | BD/B/BL
Day 11: Salta. Board your aircraft and fly to
Salta. Meander through narrow streets and
plazas steeped in Andean tradition. Later,
you may choose to dine late at one of Salta’s
many parrillas, with plenty of local wine and
dancing. Legado Mitico Salta | B

Lunch at Casa de Uco Resort, Mendoza
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Days 12-13: Purmamarca. Take the high
road to Purmamarca at the base of the Hill
of Seven Colours. Embark on an evening
tour of the archaeological treasure, Tilcara.
Venture to the Salinas Grandes salt plains for
a day immersed in an otherworldly expanse of
crystalline white. La Comarca | B/BL

Iguazú Falls

La Boca district, Buenos Aires

Day 14: Salta. Step back in time as you hike
alongside a pack of llamas through valleys and
along mountain trails enveloped by Argentina’s
most dramatic scenery. This afternoon, return
overland to Salta. Legado Mitico Salta | BL
Day 15: Depart Salta. Transfer to the airport
for your onward journey. B

PRICE
From $13,995 per person twin share.
Solo traveller from $22,395.
Our complete range of ready-to-travel
private journeys can be viewed on our
website and all can be personalised to your
individual requirements.

Purmamarca
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Recoleta cemetery, Buenos Aires

Estancia Los Potreros, Cordoba
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Atacama Desert

WONDERS OF CHILE
15 DAYS | PRIVATE JOURNEY
Journey the entire length of Chile and venture into a land of extremes. From the driest
place on Earth, the lunar-like Atacama Desert, to the fertile vineyards of the Casablanca
Valley and from the bustling capital Santiago to the soul-stirring wilderness of Patagonia.
In between lie a series of islands famous for their beauty, folklore, legend and handicraft
traditions. Perfectly positioned between the ocean and the Andes, this long narrow strip
of land packs an unforgettable punch.
JOURNEY HIGHLIGHTS
Explore Chilean history in dynamic Santiago
Venture into the beautiful Atacama Desert
Immerse yourself in island life on picturesque
Chiloé Island
Explore the wilderness of Torres del Paine
Witness the unique beauty of Grey Glacier
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Day 1: Arrive Santiago. Welcome to Santiago,
with its snow-covered Andean backdrop. Ease
into your adventure with a stroll around your
neighbourhood. Ritz-Carlton Santiago
Day 2: Santiago. A day at leisure for you to
explore your way. Step inside the treasurefilled La Chascona, built by Chilean poet
Pablo Neruda for his mistress. Take the
funicular railway to San Cristôbal Hill to
soak up the views. And ride the cable car to
eclectic Providencia. More views from the
top of the Sky Costanera, the tallest building

in South America. Alternatively, head out
to the Casablanca Valley wine region. At
Viña Matetic, learn the artistry of organic
and biodynamic winemaking, with lunch and
tasting, and later blend your own drop with the
winemaker. Ritz-Carlton Santiago | B
Days 3-5: San Pedro de Atacama. Fly
north to Calama and transfer through the lunar
landscape to the oasis town of San Pedro de
Atacama, situated at an elevation of 2,500
metres, and your boutique accommodation.
Spend two days exploring the Atacama
Desert. Head out by 4WD or on foot, ride on
mountain bikes or horseback and discover
steaming geysers, indigenous villages, high
altitude lakes and sharply-eroded mountains.
Visit the otherworldly Moon Valley, the
geysers at El Tatio or spot flamingos on the salt
flats. Tierra Atacama | BLD
Day 6: Santiago. Return flight to Santiago.
Begin your walking tour with a visit to the grand
La Moneda Palace and step back in time to the
Museo Chileno de Arte Precolombino. Watch
chess players in the Plaza de Armas and soak
up the city vibe. Ritz-Carlton Santiago | B

Wine tasting, Casablanca Valley

Days 7–9: Chiloé. Take an early flight south
to Castro on Chiloé. Chile’s second-largest
island is overflowing with timeless traditions and
an ethereal beauty. Enjoy two days of tailored
excursions — horseriding, trekking, kayaking
and cultural visits to the island’s small towns.
Sail around picturesque coves. Seek out the
UNESCO World Heritage listed antique
wooden churches. Glimpse curlews, Chilean
flamingos and cormorants. Step inside the
island’s peculiar stilted homes. Enjoy local walks
or use the hotel’s bikes to explore on your own.
On your final evening, enjoy an exclusive chefprepared dinner aboard La Williche, the lodge’s
wooden boat. Tierra Chiloé | BLD
Day 10: Punta Arenas. Transfer to Puerto
Montt airport and fly to Punta Arenas, a
city rich in history, and soak up the bustling
vibe. Hotel Cabo de Hornos | B
Days 11-14: Torres del Paine. Journey
overland to the Torres del Paine National

Torres del Paine National Park

Park. Spend three days exploring soul-stirring
wilderness, your way. Trek forest trails and
admire million-year old geographic formations.
Spy a variety of animals, including guanaco,
condors, foxes and flamingos. Seek out ancient
cave paintings and hidden waterfalls, and watch
icebergs from Grey Glacier. Alternatively,
relax at the lodge, indulge in a spa treatment
or follow one of the many walking trails. Tierra
Patagonia Hotel & Spa | BLD
Day 15: Depart Santiago. Transfer back to Punta
Arenas airport for your flight back to Santiago. B

PRICE
From $17,865 per person twin share.
Solo traveller from $24,645.
Our complete range of ready-to-travel
private journeys can be viewed on our
website and all can be personalised to your
individual requirements.
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BUENOS AIRES TO RIO
12 DAYS | PRIVATE JOURNEY
Move to the hypnotic rhythms of Argentina and Brazil on this journey between
neighbouring countries. Entangle yourself in cities overflowing with history, culture and
a love of the good life. And discover a whole world of contrasts in between: a laidback
estancia in the Pampas, the natural spectacle of Iguazú Falls, a perfectly-preserved
colonial town, and the art mecca of Inhotim.

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

JOURNEY HIGHLIGHTS
Learn about the life, loves and labour of
Argentina’s first lady, Evita
Experience traditional gaucho life at an estancia
Step backstage into the vibrant, energetic world
of Rio’s Carnival
Gaze in awe at the mighty Iguazú Falls
Day 1: Arrive Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Welcome to the “Paris of the South” and your
luxury hotel in elegant Recoleta. Four Seasons
Buenos Aires
Day 2: Buenos Aires. Walk in the footsteps of
Eva Peron and learn about her life and work at
the Evita Museum. Take in the famous balcony,
Our Lady of Pilar Church and the vast Recoleta
Cemetery — where she rests. Afternoon at
leisure to explore your way — a city bike tour,
street art appreciation or wine tasting. Enjoy
an evening at the seductive Rojo Tango with
dinner. Four Seasons Buenos Aires | BD
Days 3-4: The Pampas. Enter the dazzling
Teatro Colon and take a behind-the-scenes
tour. Later, a countryside experience at
Estancia La Bamba in the heart of the Pampas.
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Saddle up for a ride, laze by the pool, meet the
gauchos, cycle around the property or simply
soak up the surrounds. During your stay, head
into the village to visit the local silversmith
workshop. Estancia La Bamba | BD/BLD
Day 5: Iguazú Falls, Brazil. Return to Buenos
Aires. Fly to Puerto Iguazú and first see the falls
from the Argentine side including a train ride to the
Garganta del Diablo waterfall. Afterwards, cross
into Brazil to your accommodation inside the
national park. Belmond Hotel Das Cataratas | B

Day 9: Belo Horizonte. Travel by road to
Brumadinho, and lose yourself in the art
wonderland of Inhotim, arguably the finest
outdoor contemporary art centre in the
world. Spend the day exploring the sprawling
5,000 acre botanical gardens, designed by
Brazilian landscape artist Roberto Burle Marx.
Afterwards continue your journey to Belo
Horizonte. Fasano Belo Horizonte | BL

Day 6: Iguazú Falls. Soak up the falls from
the Brazilian side on foot, by open wagon and
on a cruise upriver. Enjoy exclusive after hours
access to this magnificent wonder from your
hotel. Belmond Hotel Das Cataratas | BL
Days 7–8: Ouro Preto. Head to Iguassu
Bird Park for a behind-the scenes experience
before your flight to Belo Horizonte, and
onward overland journey to Ouro Preto,
once the richest city in the New World.
Admire the most important attractions of this
perfectly-preserved 18th century colonial
masterpiece, including magnificent colonial
palaces, mansions and Baroque fountains,
before visiting the former colonial capital of
Mariana. Solar do Rosario | BD/BL

Rojo Tango, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Gaucho life, The Pampas, Argentina

Days 10-11: Rio de Janeiro. Fly to Rio
de Janeiro and your stunning Copacabana
beachside hotel. Take the cable car to the summit
of Sugarloaf for the best sunset in the city. Hover
over Sugarloaf Mountain, Christ the Redeemer
and Rio’s golden beaches on a helicopter flight
(additional charge). Then, step backstage to
discover more about Rio’s famous Carnival.
Move to hypnotic rhythms in Grande Rio samba
school. Create your own beats in a percussion
workshop. See the making of the costumes and
floats, and head to the bohemian Santa Teresa
neighbourhood for a taste of old Rio and lunch at
a private estate. Hotel Emiliano | B/BL
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Belmond Hotel das Cataratas, Iguazú Falls, Brazil

Day 12: Depart Rio de Janeiro. Witness
Corcovado’s Christ the Redeemer up close,
basking in the views of the city below. Transfer to
the airport for your onward flight. B

PRICE
From $14,185 per person twin share.
Solo traveller from $23,345.
Our complete range of ready-to-travel
private journeys can be viewed on our
website and all can be personalised to your
individual requirements.

Ouro Preto, Brazil
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CHILE & ARGENTINA:
PATAGONIAN WILDERNESS
15 DAYS | PRIVATE JOURNEY
Raw, thrilling and extraordinary — a journey through the wilds of Patagonia is
unparalleled. Hike to the edges of glaciers, where ice cracks and rumbles around
you. Journey to a ranch at the end of the world. Take an unforgettable voyage through
fjords and channels. Inhale the sheer vastness of the place and get your heart racing. In
Patagonia, this is just the tip of the iceberg.
JOURNEY HIGHLIGHTS
Follow the fjords of the southern edge of Tierra
del Fuego on a Patagonia cruise
Watch ice shift on one of the fastest moving and
last advancing glaciers on the planet
Venture into the wilderness of Torres del Paine
National Park
Walk among native Magellanic penguins on Isla
Martillo
Day 1: Arrive Santiago, Chile. Welcome to
one of the world’s most spectacularly located
cities and your boutique hotel in the vibrant
Lastarria district. The Singular Santiago

Day 2: Santiago. Begin your private guided
walking tour to the treasure-filled La Chascona,
built by Chilean poet Pablo Neruda, and into the
colonial centre including the Plaza de Armas.
Travel back in time at the Pre-Columbian
Museum, one of the best for Central and South
American artefacts. Enjoy an afternoon at
leisure. The Singular Santiago | B
Days 3–5: Puerto Natales. Fly south to Puerto
Natales, gateway to Torres del Paine National
Park, designated a World Biosphere Reserve
by UNESCO. Transfer to your accommodation,
soak up the spectacular views, and meet expert
naturalist guides who will brief you on available
excursions for the next two days. Sail through the
Patagonian Fjords and marvel at the Balmaceda

Magellanic penguins, Patagonia

Guanaco, Torres del Paine, Chile
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Perito Moreno Glacier, Argentina

and Serrano glaciers. Observe prolific wildlife,
including flamingo, condor and guanaco. Meet
local Patagonians and learn their way of life. Trek
far off the beaten path and feast Patagonian style
on barbecued meats. The Singular Patagonia |
BD/BLD/BLD
Days 6–9: Cruising Patagonia. Travel to
Punta Arenas and embark on your southern
Patagonia cruise aboard Ventus Australis.
Cross the Strait of Magellan and head for one
of the most remote corners on Earth. Follow
the fjords of the southern edge of Tierra del
Fuego, highlighting the stunning, natural beauty
of Patagonia and several of its most important
historic sites. Visit wildlife rich Ainsworth Bay,
massive Pia Glacier and Glacier Alley, as well as
mystical Wulaia Bay and legendary Cape Horn
with daily guided Zodiac excursions. Ventus
Australis | BD/BLD/BLD/BLD

Days 10-11: Ushuaia, Argentina. Sail into
Argentine waters and dock in the world’s
southernmost city. Disembark and transfer to your
hotel set high above the city. Later, tour the city,
the military prison and the old neighbourhoods.
Pass by Provincial City Hall and the former
Government House. Visit the region’s oldest
ranch, Estancia Harberton. Sail to Isla Martillo and
walk among enchanting Magellanic penguins,
as well as smaller colonies of gentoo and king
penguins. Continue to far-flung Gable Island for a
rustic lunch. Arakur Ushuaia | B/BL
Days 12-13: El Calafate. Start with a flight to
El Calafate, gateway to Los Glaciares National
Park and your Relais & Châteaux accommodation.
Spend time relaxing and soaking up the extensive
views, take a short stroll around the property or
venture further afield on horseback or bike. Enjoy
a morning visit to the spectacular Perito Moreno

Glacier where walkways put you just metres
from the shifting ice. Cruise across Lake Rico to
witness icebergs calving off the massive ice sheet,
one of the few remaining advancing glaciers in
the world. EOLO | BD/BLD
Day 14: Buenos Aires. Take your flight to the
Argentine capital and enjoy an evening in the
seductive embrace of Argentina’s most sensuous
dance at Rojo Tango. Four Seasons Buenos
Aires | BD
Day 15: Depart Buenos Aires. Transfer to the
airport for your onward flight. B

PRICE
From $17,465 per person twin share.
Solo traveller from $27,625.
Our complete range of ready-to-travel
private journeys can be viewed on our
website and all can be personalised to your
individual requirements.
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Macaw, Brazil

MORE

Extend your journey, and deepen your
appreciation of the region.
AMAZON BASIN, BRAZIL
Uncover nature’s wonders on a journey into
the Amazon Basin. Head to one of Brazil’s,
and the world’s, greatest fluvial archipelago
systems, Anavilhanas Ecological Station, a
100,000-hectare mosaic of dense forest and
interlocking waterways listed as a UNESCO
World Heritage Site.
THE PANTANAL, BRAZIL
The Pantanal may live in the shadow of the
Amazon, but it promises a wildlife experience
like no other. Drift along the waterways in
search of the elusive jaguar on the river banks.
With 698 bird species, 80 mammals, 260
fish species and 50 reptiles, wild encounters
promise to be just that.

EASTER ISLAND, CHILE
Over 3,700 kilometres off the west coast of Chile
is the island of Rapa Nui (Easter Island). Standing
guard over this exposed triangle of volcanic rock
seemingly lost in the South Pacific are its iconic
moai statues. Over 800 gigantic human figures
carved from the island’s volcanic rock are dotted
around the island and have baffled experts and
inspired romantics for centuries.

LAKE DISTRICT, CHILE
Nothing prepares you for the wilds of Chile’s
Lake District. Discover a vast, unspoiled
landscape filled with spectacular contrasts of
ancient forest, fertile farmland, sapphire-blue
lakes and glowing volcanoes. Find a hiker’s
paradise, learn to ride horses Chilean style, flyfish on the banks of impossibly clear rivers and
marvel at the indigenous Mapuche culture.

PARATY, BRAZIL
With a spectacular setting, Paraty lures with
its slow pace. Meander through the cobbled
streets under shady mango trees, and lose
yourself amongst the plethora of cosy cafés,
bars and art galleries. Glide on a private
schooner round the surrounding islands and
beaches of rare isolated beauty.
BARILOCHE, ARGENTINA
Cobalt blue lakes and towering mountains of
sheer granite crowned by glistening snow — this
is Bariloche, Patagonia’s Lake District. This
city has strong ties to central Europe thanks to
a wave of immigration over the past century.
These influences are widely seen in the local
culture and the alpine architecture.
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Lake District, Chile
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Jaguar, The Pantanal, Brazil

Easter Island

URUGUAY
Pocket-sized but packing a punch, Uruguay
is a relatively undiscovered South American
country located just across the River Plate from
Argentina. With its perfectly-preserved colonial
heritage, a spectacular Atlantic coastline and
raw rural scenery, it is a wonderfully rewarding
place to visit. Taste spectacular wines and the
flavoursome meat-based cuisine underpinned
by abundant fresh produce, and find your
rhythm at some one-off musical experiences.

Colonia del Sacramento, Uruguay

Bariloche, Argentina
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Toucan, Costa Rica
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CENTRAL AMERICA,
CUBA & MEXICO
Delve into a vibrant canvas of lush rainforests, timeworn ruins
and billowing volcanoes as you explore the lost civilisations,
natural wonders and diverse cultures of Costa Rica, Guatemala,
Honduras, Cuba and Mexico.
MEXICO
Yucatán
Peninsula

Guadalajara
Mexico City

Havana
CUBA
Cienfuegos
Trinidad

Puebla
GUATEMALA
Oaxaca Palenque
Flores
Livingston HONDURAS
Guatemala City
Copán Ruinas
Antigua

PACIFIC OCEAN

COSTA RICA

Tortuguero
San José

Osa Peninsula

COLOMBIA
GALAPAGOS
ISLANDS
ECUADOR

Cuba is increasingly sought after by discerning
travellers and it’s easy to see why with its
abundance of cultural and scenic attractions,
plus a rich arts scene and intoxicating music.
Travelling to the capital Havana reveals buildings
in a multitude of pastel shades, 1950s Cadillacs
still cruising the streets, an energising salsa scene,
and dining in family-run paladares. Beyond the
city are Cienfuegos and Trinidad, rich in stunning
architecture, white-sand beaches, and Viñales, in
the heart of Cuba’s tobacco-growing region, a
Jurassic Park-like wonderland.
Costa Rica is an intoxicating destination and
one of the most biodiverse. Discover this
land of astounding diversity, where sparkling
beaches and rainforests teeming with life thrive
under the watchful eye of ancient volcanoes.

Guatemala is a stunning blend of ancient
Maya traditions, Spanish colonial cities,
highland villages, and vibrant Caribbean towns,
whilst just over the border in Honduras, Copán
is an extraordinary Maya archaeological site.
Family is sacred in Mexican culture. It’s no
surprise, then, that locals make every effort to
create inviting, unique experiences for visitors
and guests. Travellers are compelled by
Mexico’s spectacular Maya ruins and relics,
its colourful festivities and, of course, its many
mouth-watering dishes. Whether you are
marvelling over Chichén Itza, or trying your
hand at tortilla making in a bustling Oaxaca
mercado, every experience is a treat for the
senses.

DISCOVER LATIN AMERICA ON A JOURNEY MADE JUST FOR YOU
The following suggested journeys, recommended places to visit and extraordinary
experiences are just a taste of what you can see and do across this region. Please visit
www.abercrombiekent.com.au to find more inspiration for your next unforgettable journey,
or contact our Travel Specialists who will work with you to create a memorable bespoke journey.
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SEE

Some of the region’s foremost sights
and locations.
ARENAL VOLCANO NATIONAL PARK,
COSTA RICA
The Arenal Volcano National Park covers
almost 30,000 acres of verdant cloud forest,
tropical forest and barren lava fields. These are
all cut through by wild rivers and packed with
exotic wildlife. It is one of the most important
and inspirational nature reserves in all of
Central America.
TORTUGUERO NATIONAL PARK,
COSTA RICA
Tortuguero offers you the opportunity to explore
rainforest, mangroves, wetlands, coastal beaches
and experience an amazing display of wildlife,
such as alligator, iguana and monkey. There’s
abundant birdlife on show here too.
OSA PENINSULA, COSTA RICA
Boasting the country’s most pristine rainforest,
the inlets and beaches of the Osa Peninsula
are a naturalist’s delight. The rich biodiversity
of this national park, one of the best regions to
spot rare wildlife, will be yours to explore from
a lodge deep in the heart of the forest.

Green iguana, Tortuguero National Park, Costa Rica

Havana, Cuba
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LAKE ATITLÁN, GUATEMALA
Surrounded by purple volcanic mountains
and dark green pine forests, the shifting blue
depths of Lake Atitlán make it one of the most
beautiful, colourful lakes anywhere in the world.
Situated over 1,500 metres above sea level, a
dozen or so idyllic villages dot its shoreline.

Lake Atitlán, Guatemala

CENTRAL AMERICA , CUBA & MEXICO

Chichen Itza, Yucatán, Mexico

ANTIGUA, GUATEMALA
Once the colonial capital of the Kingdom
of Guatemala, Antigua offers a remarkable
combination of romantic ruins and historic
architecture from every age dating back
nearly 500 years. It is a city full of surprise and
intrigue, and was declared a UNESCO World
Heritage Site in 1979.
HAVANA, CUBA
Explore Cuba’s enigmatic historic capital
with its classic cars cruising the streets, faded
colonial grandeur, charming Old Havana
with its cobblestone streets and the Plaza de
la Catedral, the impressive Museum of the
Revolution and the Havana Club Rum Museum.
TRINIDAD, CUBA
Trinidad is Cuba’s most colourful and
photogenic town. It is also a UNESCO World
Heritage Site, one of the best-preserved colonial
cities in the world, ringed by extraordinary
natural attractions including stunning beaches
and mountains offering a range of adventure
options with hiking trails and waterfalls.

underground caves. The region maintains its
close Maya ties, seen in the indigenous dress,
language, religion and cuisine.
OAXACA, MEXICO
Nestled in the mountains of southwest Mexico,
Oaxaca features extraordinary landscapes and
a blend of tropical forests and temperate zones
making it one of the most biologically diverse
states in Mexico. Its rich cultural experiences
include unique markets, ancient ruins and
historic churches.
PUEBLA, MEXICO
Be amazed by the splendour of its elegant
colonial buildings, its streets and flavours that
honour its nickname “the City of the Angels”.
The city retains a fantastically well-preserved
centre, a stunning cathedral, a wealth of
beautiful churches, and an increasingly thriving
art and nightlife scene.

Oaxaca, Mexico

Antigua, Guatemala

VIÑALES, CUBA
The Valle de Viñales is a stunning national park
blessed by fertile rust-red soil, a lush valley and
beautiful mountains. Its farmers are reputed to
grow the best tobacco in the world.
YUCATÁN, MEXICO
The Yucatán is a cultural feast of ancient ruins
and colonial cities. The natural scenery is
spectacular too with leafy rainforests, softsand beaches and shimmering lakes in deep

Arenal Volcano National Park, Costa Rica
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Sea turtle, Tortuguero National Park, Costa Rica

DO

Exceptional activities, many featuring
insider access opportunities.
WALK WITH SEA TURTLES, COSTA RICA
Schedule your visit to Tortuguero for July
through October to coincide with the nesting
season of the park’s iconic sea turtles. With a
little luck, you may be able to walk the warm
sands of the beach among green, loggerhead,
hawksbill or leatherback turtles.
Zipline through the rainforest, Costa Rica

Copán ruins, Honduras

Hot air ballooning over Teotihuacán, Mexico
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ZIPLINE THROUGH THE CANOPY,
COSTA RICA
Add a shot of adrenaline to your Costa Rican
visit with a zipline plunge through the rainforest.
Strap in with help from your expert instructor
before taking an exhilarating leap through the
misty canopy below.
CROSS THE ARENAL HANGING
BRIDGES, COSTA RICA
Walk the Arenal hanging bridges for a bird’s-eye
view of the rainforest canopy. A host of different
bridges explore the treetops at varying altitudes,
affording many perspectives of this biodiverse
habitat and the natural wonder of Arenal Volcano
rising from the horizon beyond.

CENTRAL AMERICA , CUBA & MEXICO
EXPLORE COPÁN RUINS WITH AN
EXPERT, HONDURAS
The Copán Ruins mark one of the most
important relics of all Maya civilisation, and
are the most significant in Honduras. Join a
renowned archaeologist and one of the foremost
authorities on the ruins for a private guided tour.
EXPERIENCE A HOMESTAY, CUBA
Cuba has a variety of places to stay, ranging from
luxury properties to hotels in restored historic
buildings. Alternatively, homestays in familyowned guesthouses, known locally as casas
particulares, are a unique way to experience
the country. These authentic family homes
present Cuba as the Cubans see it, providing
a fascinating glimpse into the daily life of those
living through a period of remarkable change.
SWIM THE MAYAN PENINSULA’S
UNDERWATER CAVES, MEXICO
On the Mayan Peninsula, an A&K-exclusive
activity allows guests to descend into a natural
cave that was originally an underground river.
Celebrate the adventure with a Champagne
reception on site.

Underwater caves, Mexico

GO HOT AIR BALLOONING, MEXICO
Soar over the UNESCO World Heritage
archaeological zone of Teotihuacán, known
as the City of the Gods, in a hot air balloon.
From high above sites such as the astonishing
Pyramid of the Sun and Pyramid of the Moon,
the impressive scale of the ancient urban centre
comes into powerful perspective.

Homestay experience, Cuba

Arenal hanging bridge, Costa Rica
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STAY

Our preferred accommodation choices
hand-picked for you.
NAYARA HOTEL SPA & GARDENS,
ARENAL, COSTA RICA
Member of Small Luxury Hotels of the World,
Nayara Hotel Spa & Gardens is a two-minute
walk from the Arenal Natura Ecological Park.
Accommodation is in free-standing bungalows
nestled in lush garden surrounds, offering
spectacular views of the rainforest or of the
Arenal Volcano. Rooms are appointed with fourposter beds, en suite bathrooms, WiFi, balcony,
outdoor shower and whirlpool tub. Additional
facilities include two bars, four restaurants, a
gym, outdoor pool and open-air spa.
LA LANCHA, EL REMATE, GUATEMALA
Set in the rainforest high above the shores of Lake
Petén Itzá is La Lancha, Francis Ford Coppola’s
secluded jungle retreat. Decorated with furniture,
fabrics, and carvings personally selected by
the Coppola family, this is the perfect base for
visiting nearby Tikal. It features stunning naturally
built casitas with hammock decks and private
bathrooms, whilst the main lodge, has open views
of the lake and jungle canopy below, and offers
local Guatemalan cuisine with an Italian twist.
POSADA DEL ANGEL, ANTIGUA,
GUATEMALA
Exclusive Posada del Angel is immaculately
decorated in a style that retains much of the
building’s original charm. Each of the rooms
is individually designed with a colour palette
inspired by traditional textiles, and are located
around a central patio, a small lap pool, a
romantic garden and a dramatic roof terrace
overlooking Volcán de Agua.

Gran Hotel Manzana Kempinski La Habana, Havana, Cuba

GRAN HOTEL MANZANA KEMPINSKI
LA HABANA, HAVANA, CUBA
Centrally located, and the city’s first true fivestar hotel, Gran Hotel Manzana Kempinski La
Habana is ideal for exploring Old Havana and
the rest of the capital. The grand whitewashed
hotel, a former 19th century building owned
by a sugar baron, has a raft of restaurants and
bars and a rooftop pool with exceptional views
of the city.

IBEROSTAR GRAND HOTEL, TRINIDAD,
CUBA
Using a very sympathetic design to blend in
with the surrounding 16th century architecture,
Iberostar Grand Hotel features all the
modern comforts. With well-appointed and
tastefully furnished rooms, the hotel has its
own restaurant and a smoker’s room for those
wishing to sample Cuba’s most successful
export.

Nayara Hotel Spa & Gardens, Arenal, Costa Rica
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La Lancha, El Remate, Guatemala

Posada Del Angel, Antigua, Guatemala

Hotel Cartesiano, Puebla, Mexico

HOTEL CARTESIANO, PUEBLA, MEXICO
Hotel Cartesiano is situated in the historical
centre of Puebla, comprising two restored
18th century colonial mansions and a more
contemporary building. Its boutique rooms
and suites are individually designed, combining
contemporary style with touches of Mexican art
and architectural details. Amenities include two
restaurants, spa and swimming pool.

Banyan Tree Mayakoba, Yucatán, Mexico

BANYAN TREE MAYAKOBA, YUCATÁN,
MEXICO
The epitome of luxury resort living, Banyan
Tree Mayakoba brings its own brand of Asian
hospitality to the beautiful Riviera Maya. Styled
like a traditional Asian village, yet incorporating
deft Mexican touches, luxurious private villas
spread out along the waterways, and each villa
curls around its own individual patch of garden,
complete with pool and sundeck.

Belmond Maroma Resort, Yucatán, Mexico

BELMOND MAROMA RESORT & SPA,
YUCATÁN, MEXICO
Steps away from the sparkling turquoise
Caribbean Sea, Belmond Maroma’s white
stucco architecture conceals elegant
‘handmade’ rooms — the place to relax and
enjoy legendary Belmond style combined with
the vibrant flavours and colours of beautiful
Mexico. The resort offers three pools, breakfast
on the beach, and in the evening a host of
indulgent private dining experiences.
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Red-eyed tree frog, Tortuguero National Park

COSTA RICA
ENCOUNTER
10 DAYS | PRIVATE JOURNEY
Wild, wondrous, green and serene, Costa Rica is a haven for nature lovers and fast
becoming one of the most popular eco-adventure destinations in Central America.
Venture into pockets of wilderness reached only by air and boat, and appreciate the
country’s extraordinary biodiversity. Experience the easy-going pace of life here and
witness first-hand the incredible rewards of Costa Rica’s visionary approach to tourism.
JOURNEY HIGHLIGHTS
Immerse yourself in the wild world of Tortuguero
on the Caribbean coast
Hike through wildlife-rich forests in Arenal
Volcano National Park
Discover Costa Rica’s crown jewel, the magical
Osa Peninsula
Get up close to rare species of flora and fauna
Sip coffee in cosmopolitan and historical San José
86

Day 1: Arrive San José. Touchdown in the
nation’s small leafy capital ringed by mountains
and volcanoes on all sides. Transfer to your
hotel and take a stroll in this friendly, walkable
city. Hotel Grano de Oro
Day 2: San José. Spend the morning with
wildlife at the Toucan Rescue Ranch. Meet
orphaned baby sloths, woodpeckers and
parrots, before a tour of the wildlife reserve
and rehabilitation centre. Afterwards return
to the city and head to the fascinating
pre-Columbian Gold Museum to seek out
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treasures, and then learn how the National
Theatre was built in the late 19th century by the
ruling coffee barons. Hotel Grano de Oro | B
Days 3-4: Tortuguero National Park.
Transfer to the airport for the charter flight
northeast to Tortuguero and a connecting boat
ride to your jungle retreat. After settling in, join
your naturalist for private expeditions into the
lagoons and creeks of the park. Look out for
egrets, herons, toucans and the white-faced
capuchins. Watch troops of howler monkeys,
otters and caimans waiting for their next meal.
And feast on local cuisine in a private rainforest
setting. Tortuga Lodge & Gardens | BLD
Days 5-6: Arenal Volcano. Fly to La
Fortuna in the Arenal Volcano National Park,
and transfer by road to your accommodation
in the remote reserve, visiting Costa Rica’s
largest butterfly conservatory en route. Stroll
through the eco-lodge’s lush tropical gardens
to spy rare frogs, sloths, butterflies and a
cacophony of birds, or simply relax. Venture
close to the volcano and wander high above
the forest canopy on hanging bridges. Bathe
in mineral hot springs in a river gorge before
returning to your eco-lodge. Nayara Resort
Spa & Gardens | B/BD

Osa Peninsula

Days 7-9: Osa Peninsula. Return to San
José airport for the flight to Puerto Jiménez.
Travel onwards to the remote Osa Peninsula on
the country’s Pacific coast. See why National
Geographic declared Osa Peninsula “the most
biologically intense place on Earth” from your
base at an award-winning and exclusive ecolodge. Enjoy two full days to explore, your way.
Choose from a menu of included excursions
and activities. Rise early to see birds at their
most active. Discover traditional medicinal
plants and seeds on the local medicine tour.
Trek amongst towering trees and swim in
tumbling waterfalls. Plant a tree as your
contribution to the reforestation programme.

Scarlet macaws, Osa Peninsula

Then, experience a whole other world in the
rainforest by night. Lapa Rios Hotel | BLD
Day 10: Osa Peninsula – Depart San José.
Return to Puerto Jiménez airport for the flight
back to San José, where your journey ends. B

CARIBBEAN
SEA
ARENAL
VOLCANO

COSTA RICA

PRICE
From $11,365 per person twin share.
Solo traveller from $14,695.
Our complete range of ready-to-travel
private journeys can be viewed on our
website and all can be personalised to your
individual requirements.
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GUATEMALA &
COPÁN DISCOVERY
13 DAYS | PRIVATE JOURNEY
Immerse yourself in the bygone cultures and impossibly beautiful wilderness of
Guatemala and venture across the border to Honduras. Home to Maya ruins, towering
volcanoes and vibrant indigenous cultures, Guatemala is utterly surprising. Stroll the
cobblestone streets of colonial towns soaking up the history, admire the rich and
colourful handicrafts and seek out jungle-cloaked temples.
JOURNEY HIGHLIGHTS
Weave colourful textiles in a village on the shores
of Lake Atitlán
Glimpse rare creatures like jaguars or manatees
as you drift along the Rio Dulce
Learn the secrets of coffee and cacao farming on
a family-owned finca in Honduras
Feast on the sight of the jungle-cloaked
UNESCO World Heritage Site, Tikal
Bask in an unfolding panorama as you hike
towards the summit of Pacaya Volcano
Day 1: Arrive Antigua, Guatemala. Arrive
at your luxury boutique hotel in the beautifully
preserved colonial city of Antigua. Posada del
Angel
Days 2-3: Antigua. Drive to San Miguel
Escobar, at the base of Volcán Agua. Meet local
coffee producers and work side-by-side with
them husking, washing, drying and roasting the
beans before tasting. Later, enjoy a local family
lunch. Wander through the 500-year-old

streets and elegant plazas on a private walking
tour of what was once Central America’s most
powerful city. Climb the foothills of Guatemala’s
active Pacaya Volcano to marvel at the fiery
glow of lava and steam. Posada del Angel | BL
Days 4-5: Lake Atitlán. Journey to the highland
town of Chichicastenango where the twice weekly
market is a colourful cacophony of commerce.
Later, visit the cemetery, where a local shaman
will perform a Maya ceremony for you. Continue
to Lake Atitlán, Guatemala’s geological showstopper, and your intimate hotel overlooking the
lake. Cruise across to the Tz’utujil Maya town of
San Juan La Laguna. Admire its impressive murals,
galleries and artisan shops and test your artistic
aptitude at a weaving workshop. Casa Palopó | BL
Day 6: Guatemala City. Return by road
on to Guatemala City with the evening at
leisure. Westin Camino Real | B
Day 7: Copán, Honduras. Drive to the
Honduras border and on to Copán, the ancient
Maya UNESCO World Heritage Site. Your
accommodation overlooks the picturesque
valley and the site itself. Hacienda San Lucas | B

Mayan ruins, Copán, Honduras
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Days 8-9: Copán. Explore this ancient city
and unravel its mysteries with an expert guide.
Tour Las Sepulturas, once a residential area
for Copán’s nobility, and Rastrojón, a Maya
defensive fort. Spend one day in the Copán
Valley on a family-run finca. Take an easy horse
ride through the forests and fields, and learn the
secrets of coffee, cardamom and cacao farming.
Gather around the table for a hearty farmhouse
lunch followed by a dip in steaming thermal pools
hidden in the forest. Hacienda San Lucas | BL
Day 10: Livingston, Guatemala. Cross back
into Guatemala and spend your morning at
Quiriguá, a UNESCO World Heritage Site and
one of the wonders of the Mayan world. Onwards
to Livingston, a captivating fishing enclave at the
mouth of the Río Dulce. Relax into the Caribbeaninfused pace of life and soak up the hypnotic beats
that echo from street corners. Villa Caribe | BLD
Days 11-12: El Remate. Cruise along
mesmerising waterways and stop at the
Ak-Tenamit Project to meet the locals. Then,
drift silently towards Bird Island and scan the
shoreline for jaguars and manatees, before
docking at your rainforest lodge. Be transported
to an ancient world in Uaxactun, one of the
oldest complete Maya astronomical complexes
yet discovered. Roam the site before a traditional
lunch, then venture into the jungle to the aweinspiring pyramids of Tikal’s ruined temple

Colonial city of Antigua, Guatemala

complex. Witness the sunset at Temple IV in one
of those never-to-be-forgotten moments.
La Lancha | BL
Day 13: El Remate – Depart Guatemala
City. Transfer to Flores for your flight to
Guatemala City where your journey ends. B

PRICE
From $10,225 per person twin share.
Solo traveller from $17,765.
Our complete range of ready-to-travel
private journeys can be viewed on our
website and all can be personalised to your
individual requirements.
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SECRETS OF CUBA
13 DAYS | PRIVATE JOURNEY
Vibrant and alluring, Cuba is the Caribbean’s diamond in the rough and on this journey you’ll
experience the quintessential charm of the place, its vintage cars, its cigars, its rich colonial
history and avant-garde art scene. Dig deep and discover the haunts of Hemingway,
UNESCO World Heritage Sites, fields of tobacco and nature at its most picturesque.
JOURNEY HIGHLIGHTS
Rewind the clock in the Valley of the Sugar Mills
Journey through Viñales Valley’s green hills and
working tobacco farms
Marvel at Neoclassical architecture in the city of
Cienfuegos
Taste true Cuban culture at Havana Club
Museum of Rum
Explore Havana with your own Vintage 1950s
car and driver
Day 1: Arrive Havana. Welcome to Cuba. Stroll
around the neighbourhood or explore in your own
Vintage 1950s car with a driver and guide.
Gran Hotel Manzana Kempinski La Habana

Days 2-4: Havana. Three days to absorb
Havana. Weave through the streets of Old
Havana on a private walking tour visiting the
most important squares and sights. Later, seek
out Hemingway’s villa, preserved exactly as it
was when he lived there, and cruise in a classic
vintage vehicle to Cojimar, the picturesque
fishing village that inspired his novel The Old
Man and the Sea. Join a Cuban home chef
to source ingredients in the local market for
a private cooking lesson and lunch. Receive
personal insight into Afrocuban culture with
a Santería expert before a cannon display at
Havana’s fortress. Uncover Havana’s astonishing
variety of architectural styles at the Hotel
Nacional de Cuba, the University of Arts, the
Columbus Cemetery. Gran Hotel Manzana
Kempinski La Habana | B/BL/B

Trinidad mandolin player

Days 5-6: Viñales. Following a morning at
leisure, transfer to the lush valley of Viñales,
stopping en route to witness the intricate artistry
of cigar making. Explore this bustling farming
town before a short hike and lunch. Grab a
bike, ride a horse, find yourself a hiking trail and
appreciate the beautiful landscapes. Alternatively
take a trip by boat to the Cave of the Indian.
Hotel E Central Viñales | BL
Days 7-8: Cienfuegos. Journey to Cienfuegos,
Cuba’s “Pearl of the South”, on a picturesque
Caribbean bay. Stop en route at the Bay of Pigs
museum and venture into the forests of Cienega

Havana
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Viñales

Zapata. Wander through this seductive colonial
port town and marvel at its eclectic Neoclassical
architecture on a private walking tour. Seek out
some of the city’s great musical traditions along
the way. Hotel La Union | B

Days 9-10: Trinidad. Continue to Trinidad,
a UNESCO World Heritage Site and the
jewel in Cuba’s colonial crown. Stroll through
the historic centre rich with stunning colonial
architecture. Visit the Valley of the Sugar Mills

and step inside the once lavish homes of the
sugar barons. Visit Topes de Collantes,
a beautiful nature reserve, where hiking trails
reveal its rich ecology and delve into the rich
traditions of local pottery artisans and lace
makers. Iberostar Grand Hotel | B/BL
Days 11-12: Havana. Pay homage to the
revolutionary Che Guevara at a memorial
marking the site of the Battle of Santa Clara
victory. Back in Havana, spend an evening
swaying to seductive sounds inspired by the
Buena Vista Social Club. Taste true Cuban culture
at Havana Club Museum of Rum, before finding
your rhythm with a talented Cuban percussionist
in a private drumming lesson. Gran Hotel
Manzana Kempinski La Habana | B
Day 13: Depart Havana. Take a leisurely stroll
along the Malecón or a drive in your vintage
car before transferring to the airport for your
onward journey. B

Havana local

PRICE
From $13,345 per person twin share.
Solo traveller from $24,365.
Our complete range of ready-to-travel
private journeys can be viewed on our
website and all can be personalised to your
individual requirements.
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Palenque

MEXICO: CITIES
OF THE SUN
13 DAYS | PRIVATE JOURNEY
Uncover Mexico’s captivating cities, old and new. Walk in the footsteps of legends, from
the all-conquering Aztecs of Teotihuacán to the revered artists of Mexico City. Discover
Mayan myths hidden deep in the jungle of Palenque. Wander through the laneways of
dynamic Oaxaca, where vivid art, remarkable cuisine and cultural tradition wait at every
turn. Mexico’s cities of the sun will leave you spellbound.
JOURNEY HIGHLIGHTS
Uncover Mayan secrets in ancient jungleswathed cities
Drift down the Grijalva River to the geological
wonder, Sumidero Canyon
Witness the cultural traditions of San Cristóbal
de las Casas
Delve into fascinating Teotihuacán, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site
Day 1: Arrive Mexico City. Welcome to
Mexico City. Take time to relax in your boutique
accommodation. Las Alcobas
Days 2-3: Mexico City. Dive into the buzzing
metropolis and discover its historic treasures
on a private tour. Uncover fascinating exhibits
at the National Museum of Anthropology and
92

History, considered one of the world’s best
museums. Drive to the former archaeological
workshop of Atetelco and the Palace of Tetitla,
where you’ll enjoy exclusive access with a private
archaeologist. Then, delve into the Mesoamerican
site, Teotihuacán, with your expert guide. Unravel
the mysteries of the city that once housed
250,000 people, before being abandoned.
Climb up the Pyramids of the Sun and the Moon
to drink in unforgettable views. One evening
watch a Mexican wrestling phenomenon, lucha
libre (additional cost). Las Alcobas | B/BL
Days 4-5: Puebla. Venture to Mexico City’s
southern neighbourhoods and walk in the
footsteps of Mexico’s most revered artists and
writers, including a visit to Frida Kahlo’s Casa
Azul. Savour a flavour-packed lunch at bustling
Mercado Coyoacán before journeying south to
Puebla, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Stroll
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Traditional ceramics

amongst beautifully preserved colonial buildings
covered with shimmering glazed talavera tiles
and admire the churches and cathedral. Also,
enjoy a guided visit to the Museo Amparo, and
International Barroco Museum or los fuertes (the
forts). Hotel Cartesiano | BL/B
Days 6-8: Oaxaca. Travel back in time to
Cholula, home of the Aztec’s Great Pyramid,
before heading to Oaxaca, another of Mexico’s
UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Explore this
cultural treasure your way. Choose from a range
of activities (additional cost). These include a
guided street food tour, a culinary adventure
led by a renowned chef or a guided half-day
tour of markets, museums and art galleries.
Travel to Monte Albán, one of the oldest cities of
Mesoamerica, and visit the small weaving town
of Teotitlán del Valle. Recharge at a local mezcal
distillery. Casa Oaxaca | B/B/BL

Guadalupe church, San Cristobal de las Casas

Days 9-10: San Cristóbal de las Casas. Fly
to Tuxtla Gutierrez and drift down the Grijalva
River to the majestic Sumidero Canyon.
Continue to San Cristóbal de las Casas in the
rugged Chiapan highlands. Stroll through the
city’s winding streets filled with colonial buildings,
churches and craft-filled markets. Visit nearby
Maya villages to witness intriguing cultures, crafts
and religious practices. Hotel Bo | B/BL
Days 11-12: Palenque. Travel north to
Palenque, stopping en route to explore the
Tonina archaeological site with your expert
guide. A full day is also spent discovering
the mystical, jungle clad Palenque, one
of the most important destinations in

Tortilla makers

Chiapas. Spend time wandering around the
extraordinarily well-preserved ruins, which
date from 226 BC to 799 AD. Boutique
Hotel Quinta Chanabnal | B

USA

Day 13: Depart Palenque. Transfer to the
airport in Villahermosa for your onward journey.

GULF OF MEXICO

MEXICO

PRICE

RIVIERA MAYA

MEXICO CITY

From $12,995 per person twin share.
Solo traveller from $24,445.
Our complete range of ready-to-travel
private journeys can be viewed on our
website and all can be personalised to your
individual requirements.
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Chichicastenango Market, Guatemala

MORE

Extend your journey, and deepen your
appreciation of the region.
MONTEVERDE CLOUD FOREST
RESERVE, COSTA RICA
Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve is one of
Central America’s most important wildlife
sanctuaries. Criss-crossed with trails and
tree-top walkways, the area’s mist-covered,
emerald green foliage is home to abundant
flora and fauna including 2,000 exotic plant
species and 400 species of bird, including the
astonishing quetzal.
CHICHICASTENANGO, GUATEMALA
With its winding cobbled streets, whitewashed
houses, and steep surrounding mountains,
charming Chichicastenango is the ideal place
from which to explore the Maya-Quiché
highlands. On Thursdays and Sundays the
village explodes into a riot of colour when more
than 20,000 people from the surrounding hills
descend upon the town to trade at the market.

COPPER CANYON, MEXICO
Discover extraordinary natural beauty hidden
deep in Mexico’s mountains. The Copper
Canyon may be over four times as large as
the Grand Canyon, but it remains a mystery
to many. Soar over bottomless ravines
and experience the quiet mysticism of the
Tarahumara people.

MEXICO’S COLONIAL CITIES
Revealing a patchwork of stories at every turn,
Mexico’s fabled colonial cities will leave you
spellbound. Peel back layers of history as you
wander in the footsteps of Mexico’s heroes.
Explore your creative side in San Miguel de
Allende. Marvel at grand monumental colonial
architecture in the vibrant town Guanajuato.
Each city has its own tale to tell.

EASTERN CUBA
This is the wild east of Cuba. Roam the sizzling
streets of Santiago de Cuba and follow
their rhythm to unravel stories of trailblazing
characters. Then, when it’s time for seclusion,
lose yourself in the enchanting world of
Baracoa. There’s untold magic here too.
SANTA MARIA, CUBA
Connect with nature and forget the world in the
island paradise of Cayo Santa Maria. Relax in
the sophisticated luxury of an all-inclusive fivestar adults-only resort where dedicated butler
service and in-room spa baths are included
for all.
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Basilica El Cobre, Santiago de Cuba
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Santa Maria, Cuba

Copper Canyon train journey, Mexico

Monteverde Cloud Forest, Costa Rica

YUCATÁN PENINSULA, MEXICO
Fall under the spell of the Yucatán Peninsula, a
cultural feast of ancient ruins, colonial cities and
spectacular natural scenery of leafy rainforests
and soft sandy beaches. Unpeel layers of
ancient history with a visit to vast, ancient
Mayan pyramids, learn how to make Panama
hats and savour Yucatecan cuisine in a private
cooking class.

San Miguel de Allende, Mexico

Yucatán Peninsula, Mexico
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SMALL GROUP JOURNEYS

In addition to our portfolio of private journeys, A&K also offers a range of small group journeys across the globes. Below is a selection
of what is available in this region. Please visit our website for more details, or request a copy of our Small Group Journeys brochure.

ARGENTINA: BOLD & BEAUTIFUL —
LIMITED EDITION SMALL GROUP JOURNEY
12 DAYS FROM $11,995 PER PERSON TWIN

BRAZIL: A CULTURAL ODYSSEY —
LIMITED EDITION SMALL GROUP JOURNEY
15 DAYS FROM $13,995 PER PERSON TWIN

Argentina has a big personality and on this journey you’ll meet it head on.
From the stylish elegance of the Porteños on the grand avenues of the capital
and the sensuous moves of the tango dancer to the rich culture and folklore
of its people enhanced by flavourful foods and world class wines. From the
bohemian boutiques of the capital to the tiny market stalls of the northwest,
you’ll appreciate the treasures of its handicraft traditions. Its natural wonders
will amaze from the Wild West landscapes around Salta to the thundering
Iguazú Falls and the wildlife rich swamps of Iberá. You’ll be simply spellbound.

Welcome to Brazil, a country of infectious energy, where you’ll be
mesmerised by eye-catching colonial and modernist architecture,
its music and dance, beautiful coastlines, tropical forest, thundering
waterfalls and its rich culinary heritage. On this journey discover the
beach vibe in Rio and Paraty, admire the work of Brazil’s leading
architects and designers in vibrant São Paulo and Brasilia, savour the
ethnic flavour of Salvador, bed down in the country’s leading hotels and
dine out on the fresh flavours of Brazilian cuisine.

WONDERS OF GALAPAGOS & MACHU PICCHU —
LUXURY SMALL GROUP JOURNEY
12 DAYS FROM $20,855 PER PERSON TWIN

PATAGONIA: THE LAST WILDERNESS —
LUXURY SMALL GROUP JOURNEY
11 DAYS FROM $15,855 PER PERSON TWIN

Perfectly paired, neighbouring countries Ecuador and Peru present a
fascinating combination of experiences. From the ancient landscapes
and rare wildlife of the Galapagos Islands which you’ll explore by
boutique luxury expedition ship to Peru’s extraordinary Inca ruins and
colonial cathedrals. Snorkel in the Pacific waters, hike in search of giant
tortoises and get up close to endemic birdlife during the cruise and in the
Sacred Valley of the Incas meet Quechua farmers whose practices have
changed little in centuries. It’s a journey sure to inspire.

Embark on a journey through some of the most rugged and breathtaking
landscapes on the planet. Ease into the experience with an exploration
of Argentina’s cosmopolitan capital before venturing to the far south of
the continent for a Patagonian immersion. Hike, ride and/or boat through
glacial wonderlands, rich native forest and awe-inspiring alpine scenery.
And visit traditional working estancias to see how the European settlers
influenced today’s pastoralists. Your journey finishes in the sophisticated
Chilean capital, one of the world’s most remarkably-located cities.

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO VIEW 2020 DEPARTURE DATES.
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LUXURY EXPEDITIONARY CRUISING

Unparalleled mastery artfully combining passion, experience, dynamic orchestration and the very best experts in the region.

ANTARCTICA
Nearly 30 years since launching our first voyage to Antarctica, Abercrombie & Kent continues to set the standard for modern expedition
cruising. Now having operated over 200 successful polar expeditions, we continue to deliver the most inspiring voyages to Antarctica.
We control every aspect of our voyages, from the top-notch service to the execution of an expertly crafted itinerary aboard exclusively
chartered luxury vessels. We have the highest crew- and guide-to-guest ratios, every Zodiac driver we employ is a qualified field
naturalist and our Expedition Team reflects unmatched expertise in every category, from marine biology and ornithology to history and
climate change. All of A&K’s Antarctic journeys begin in Buenos Aires, with voyages departing from Ushuaia in Argentina’s far south.
THE FINEST GUIDES IN THE BUSINESS

SUPERBLY CRAFTED ITINERARIES

Occupying a category all their own, A&K’s
Expedition Leader and Expedition Team
comprise a cast of extraordinary real-life
characters — an average of 18 guides on every
cruise — representing acclaimed scientists,
historians, photographers, authors and true-tolife explorers. Yet their credentials and expertise
in the regions we visit are matched only by their
commitment to the success of your voyage,
which they oversee down to the last detail.

On the edge of the Earth, Antarctica
represents the last true wilderness, a place of
dramatic and untamed extremes. Very few
make this unique trip deep into the wilds of
the Southern Hemisphere, joining the ranks of
legendary explorers like Shackleton. Dramatic
diversity and incredible scale define Antarctica
and the sub-Antarctic islands, from gargantuan
icebergs and towering mountains to colossal
humpback whales and vast colonies of
penguins.

ON BOARD SOPHISTICATION

An A&K voyage to Antarctica offers an
opportunity to experience the world’s most
pristine region at its very best, all from aboard
the comfortable and sophisticated ‘Le Lyrial.’
Enjoy its stunning blue palette inspired by the
Vega star and all-balcony staterooms and suites.
On other cruises to different destinations, she
carries more than 264 passengers; on voyages
with A&K, we limit her capacity to just 199
guests. Fewer passengers in turn allows for
more shore excursions each day and cabins with
private balconies for every guest.

Cruise itineraries on offer include Classic
Antarctica, focussing on the towering
icebergs, impressive glaciers and wildlife of
the Antarctic Peninsula, and the Antarctica,
South Georgia & Falkland Islands adventure,
taking guests to the colourful Falkland Islands,
unspoiled South Georgia with its rookeries of
king penguins, and epic Antarctica.
To view our full range of 2020-21 Antarctic
cruises, please visit www.abercrombiekent.com.au
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EXPLORE MORE OF THE WORLD IN A&K STYLE
EUROPE
Luxuriate in the Continent’s pageant of
dazzling cities, enchanting rural scenes,
dramatic mountainscapes and sparkling
coastlines; from the Arctic North and
Scandinavia to the Mediterranean South,
from the Sceptred Isles to the splendours of
Central and Eastern Europe.

SUJATA RAMAN
Regional Managing Director
A&K Australia & Asia Pacific
I hope the journeys in this brochure have piqued your
interest and inspired you to explore more of the world
with Abercrombie & Kent. We offer luxury private
and small group travel experiences — including rail
journeys, river cruises, great walks, safari adventures
and polar expeditions — to destinations in more than
100 countries across the globe. On an A&K journey,
you’ll be backed every step of the way by more than
2,500 expert local staff in 56 A&K offices, ensuring
you’ll always travel in effortless style and comfort,
even in some of the world’s most remote locations.

INDIA & THE ORIENT
Wonder at the different worlds unfurled
across a vast continent, from the ancient
empires of Central Asia, the sensory
adventure that is India, to the millennial
powerhouse of Modern China and the
alluring lands of the Far East, Asia is a
kaleidoscope of colours and cultures.

AFRICA, ARABIA & PERSIA
Explore the Mother Continent and her near
eastern neighbours, from the incredible
wildlife of Southern and East Africa, home
of the safari and birthplace of A&K, to the
living histories of Egypt and Morocco, the
Arabian Peninsula and Persia, birthplaces of
civilisations.

SMALL GROUP JOURNEYS

LATIN AMERICA

Setting the standard for comfort and service
in small group travel, these shared adventures
to the world’s great destinations feature
guaranteed departures, the finest hotels, and
insider access to revered sites, often before
the crowds arrive. With expert local hosts and
small group sizes (maximum 18), these are
journeys to the heart and soul of a destination.

Discover the Promised Land for the modern
experiential traveller, where the New World
and the pre-Columbian past meet in larger
than life landscapes, vibrant cities and otherworldly ecosystems; from Patagonia to the
Amazon; the festivals of Mexico to the peaks
of the Andes; the wildlife of the Galapagos
to the nightlife of Buenos Aires.

LUXURY EXPEDITION CRUISES

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

Unscripted journeys through the High
Arctic, realm of the polar bear, the legendary
Northwest Passage, and to Antarctica
on incredible expedition vessels, with
on board enrichment programmes and
shore excursions with expert guides and
naturalists. Also includes cultural cruises in the
Mediterranean region, Japan and beyond.

Adventure and luxury begins on your
doorstep, from the Red Centre to the golden
beaches and azure waters of the coast;
World Heritage rainforests and rich pastoral
lands; glaciers, geysers, fiords and alpine
peaks; with modern, cosmopolitan cities and
world class lodging, fishing, hiking, golfing,
food and wine.

Call 1300 851 800 for more information or to order a free copy of any of these brochures.
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A&K offices

2,500

A&K travel experts on the ground
around the world

THE WORLD OF A&K

56

A&K offices supporting travel to
more than 100 countries

1962

A&K has been a pioneer in luxury,
experiential travel for over half a century

Contact your travel professional or Abercrombie & Kent Australia at:
Level 3, 290 Coventry Street, South Melbourne Victoria 3205
T 03 9536 1800 F 03 9536 1805 Toll Free 1300 851 800
0800 441 638 (within New Zealand)
800 4747 7700 (within Asia)
E contact@abercrombiekent.com.au
ABERCROMBIEKENT.COM.AU
ABN 55005422999 Licence No 30494

